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INTRODUCTION

“If only they knew more about the issue, they would act!” Have you said that to 

yourself or your environmental education colleagues before? Looking at an issue 

like climate change, we see that a wealth of information and a high level of issue 

awareness among the U.S. public have not led to the kind of action needed to 

reduce climate threats to human and natural systems. Americans’ climate change 

concern still ranks lower than their concern for other environmental problems 

like water supply and pollution, as well as lower than their concern for health care 

and the economy. Climate change concern has, however, increased significantly 

since 2015.1 Yet these high levels of awareness and growing concern mask the 

range of opinions that environmental educators might encounter at a local level, 

as well as the emergence of climate change as a highly politicized issue in U.S. 

politics.2 Although climate change remains a challenging topic for environmental 

educators, environmental education is an important player in fostering positive 

climate change dialogue and subsequent climate change action.3

Environmental education programs, organizations, and online resources 

related to climate change abound in formal, nonformal, and informal settings.4 

The Climate Literacy and Energy Awareness Network (CLEAN) boasts a collec-

tion of over six hundred climate change education resources reviewed by scien-

tists and educators that range from activities to demonstrations, visualizations, 

and videos curated from around the Internet. National environmental education  

training programs like Project Learning Tree focus their attention on climate 

change, with a module for secondary education called Southeastern Forests 

and Climate Change.5 The National Network for Ocean and Climate Change 
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Interpretation (NNOCCI) has trained over 150 educators in thirty-eight states 

in research-based techniques for engaging audiences with climate change. And 

the Planet Stewards program of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) offers face-to-face training for educators, as well as a 

webinar series on climate change science and education. As interest from envi-

ronmental educators has grown, so has research on developing effective climate 

change programs, particularly in formal education settings.6

Yet the question remains: How do we optimize programs for attaining climate 

literacy and action to address mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions, and, when 

necessary, adaptation to changes already taking place? A review of climate change 

education literature focused on education in formal settings found that mak-

ing climate change “personally relevant and meaningful,” and engaging learn-

ers through inquiry and constructivist learning, correlated with a program’s 

success in increasing climate science understanding, shifting climate change 

attitudes, and inspiring action.7 Research from environmental psychology and 

climate change communication offers useful, tangible insights into designing cli-

mate change education programs that are personally relevant and meaningful.8 

For example, environmental psychology informs climate change communica-

tion research on framing and metaphors, and it can also directly inform how 

educators think about and assess their audiences (figure i.1). Similarly, climate 

change communication research on framing can inform environmental educa-

tors’ strategic choice of program language. Training programs like NNOCCI have 

adopted evidence-based methods drawn from climate change communication 

and environmental psychology, and educators who participate in this program 

adopt research-based practices and value a research-based approach.9

Climate change education practice

Environmental
pyschology research
(e.g., on attitudes, identity, 
psychological distance, and 
climate skepticism)

Climate change 
communication research
(e.g., on framing and
metaphors)

•   Audience assessment
•   Program message development
•   Program language

FIGURE i.1 How environmental psychology research and climate change 
communication research can inform climate change education practice
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Climate change education and climate change communication share sim-

ilar goals and desired outcomes, and their definitions reflect these similari-

ties. Climate change education, or climate change environmental education, 

encompasses a range of “interdisciplinary learning opportunities that people 

of all ages need to develop the competencies, dispositions and knowledge to 

address climate change.” It approaches climate change with an “understanding 

of the socio-political and economic considerations; the scientific basis; and the 

communication, collaborative problem-solving and analytical skills needed to 

generate and implement feasible solutions.”10 According to the Yale Program 

on Climate Change Communication, climate change communication is “about 

educating, informing, warning, persuading, mobilizing and solving this criti-

cal problem. At a deeper level, climate change communication is shaped by 

our different experiences, mental and cultural models, and underlying values 

and worldviews.”11 The first part of this definition speaks to goals held 

in common between climate change communication and environmental 

education, like climate literacy and action, while the second part touches 

on linkages between climate change communication and environmental 

psychology.

This book seeks to provide environmental educators with an understand-

ing of how their audiences engage with climate change information, as well 

as with concrete, empirically tested communication tools they can use to 

enhance their climate change programs. We define “environmental educa-

tor” broadly, to mean people “focused on using best practice in education . . . 

to address the social and environmental issues facing society.”12 We focus 

primarily on the first three steps of developing a climate change education 

program (figure i.2): identifying climate change education outcomes and 

resources, assessing audiences, and strategizing programs. Part 1 of this book  

provides overviews of climate change science, climate change attitudes  

and knowledge, and climate change education outcomes. It also introduces 

three vignettes referenced throughout the chapters describing how fictional 

educators address climate change education challenges. Part 2 explores how 

psychology research explains the complex ways in which people interact with 

climate change information; this research is useful in informing educators’ 

audience assessment. Part 3 presents communication strategies with a focus 

on research about framing, metaphors, and messengers that can help educa-

tors formulate program language. At the end of parts 2 and 3, we summarize 

the research with an eye toward applications to environmental education. 

Finally, part 4, “Stories from the Field,” highlights four educators’ climate 

change education programs and illustrates connections between their teach-

ing strategies and the research covered in parts 2 and 3.
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Bottom Line for Educators
The complexity of climate science combined with the complicated political and 

cultural contexts in which people live makes climate change a particularly chal-

lenging topic to approach no matter the educational setting. This book intro-

duces environmental psychology and climate change communication research 

that can assist environmental educators at several program development stages. 

Of course, educators also need a foundation in climate change science, which is 

where we turn next.

1. De�ne your goals.

• Which climate change
 education outcomes do you
 want to achieve? What changes
 or actions do you want to
 achieve as a result of your 
 program?
• What resources do you already 
 have to help you achieve your 
 outcome? What resources will
 you still need?

2. Identify and assess your 
audience.

• Whom do you want to reach
 with your program?
• What is your audience’s 
 background? What do they 
 already know about climate 
 change? What attitudes and 
 values do they hold?
• How can you involve them in
 the planning process?

3. Strategize.

• Which activities will help you 
 meet your outcome?
• Which climate change
 messages will resonate best
 with your audience?
• How will you evaluate and 
 monitor your program?

4. Implement and monitor.

• Develop activities and pilot test.
• Implement activities.
• Monitor activities and adapt as 
 needed to help you meet your 
 outcome.

5. Evaluate.

• Compare results with your 
 intended climate change 
 outcomes and indicators of 
 success.
• Make decisions about program 
 continuation and modi�cation.

FIGURE i.2 Program development cycle

Adapted from Susan Jacobson, Communication Skills for Conservation Professionals, 2nd 
ed. (Washington: Island Press, 2009), 50–51



Part 1

BACKGROUND

In part 1, we begin with a chapter on how climate change works and how we 

know the climate is changing. Chapter 1 also includes examples of climate change 

actions directed at the largest sources of greenhouse gases. Chapter 2 summarizes 

research on climate change attitudes and knowledge. Chapter 3 outlines a variety 

of climate change education outcomes to assist educators in defining what they 

want to achieve with their programs. Chapter 4 presents three vignettes of fic-

tional climate change educators, Elena, Jayla, and Will, who conduct programs in 

different settings with different audiences. Together, these four chapters provide 

background and context for the environmental psychology and communications 

research presented in parts 2 and 3.
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1

CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE
The Facts

In this chapter, we present a short summary of weather and climate as well as 

an overview of climate change causes, evidence, and impacts. We also intro-

duce actions needed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, thus mitigating cli-

mate change. Because environmental educators know their communities, they 

can play a key role in distilling scientific information and guiding discussion 

about complexities associated with weather, climate, and climate change. They 

can also lead their students and communities in taking meaningful action to 

reduce greenhouse gases.

Weather and Climate
Weather varies minute to minute, hour to hour, day to day, month to month, and 

season to season. Temperatures go up and down; some days are cloudy and rainy, 

while others are sunny; and sometimes the air is still, whereas other times we are 

refreshed by a gentle breeze or buffeted about by a strong wind. Occasionally, we 

get floods or droughts.

In contrast to the short-term atmospheric changes we call weather, climate 

refers to longer-term variations. We can think of climate as the average weather 

for a particular region and time period, usually over thirty years. For example, 

increases in average temperatures over decades provide evidence of a changing 

climate. Looking to the future, scientific climate models predict longer and more 

severe periods of dry weather in some regions, while other regions will likely 
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experience an increase in annual precipitation, as well as more severe rain events. 

In 2017, warmer and wetter atmospheric conditions and warmer ocean tem-

peratures intensified Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria in the eastern United 

States, while dry weather exacerbated California wildfires—all the result of a 

warming planet. The more extreme weather events that we are experiencing cur-

rently will likely only intensify as average global temperatures continue to rise.

Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change
Humans, like all life on earth, depend on energy coming from the sun. But 

we also depend on the energy reflected from the earth’s surface back into the 

atmosphere. This balance between energy coming in and energy going out 

has been maintained for billions of years, allowing life on earth to survive 

and thrive.

But what happens if excess greenhouse gases in the earth’s atmosphere block 

more energy from leaving the atmosphere, upsetting that balance? What if, instead 

of leaving the atmosphere and going back into space, some of the excess energy 

is returned to the earth’s surface? Put simply, the surface of the earth—including 

its oceans, land, and air—heats up.

Greenhouse gases are essential to life on earth. For example, plants depend on 

carbon dioxide (CO
2
), which is also an important greenhouse gas contributing to 

global warming. And greenhouse gases help to maintain the earth’s surface and 

oceans at temperatures that enable life to flourish on our planet. But as green-

house gases accumulate beyond their historic levels, they prevent more and more 

of the energy reaching the earth from going back into space.

The earth absorbs sunlight energy and reemits it as heat, or what scientists call 

long-wave infrared radiation. Imagine this infrared radiation heading toward space. 

It bumps into gases in our atmosphere, like oxygen and nitrogen, and continues on 

its way. But if it bumps into a molecule of a greenhouse gas—say CO
2
—that mol-

ecule absorbs the infrared radiation coming from the earth’s surface. The molecule 

of CO
2
 then vibrates and releases heat. The heat from the molecule can go in any 

direction, including up toward space or back down toward the earth.

So far, no problem. Some heat radiates out to space, and some warms up the 

atmosphere, oceans, and land surface (figure 1.1). But when humans start chang-

ing the balance of gases in the atmosphere—specifically, by significantly increas-

ing the concentration of CO
2
 and other greenhouse gases—more heat is emitted, 

including heat headed back toward the earth’s surface. This leads to warming of 

the atmosphere, the oceans, and the land surfaces.
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To help people envision this process, scientists have used the analogy of a blan-

ket surrounding the earth. On a cold night, you sleep under a blanket, and your 

body generates heat. The blanket traps that heat, allowing you to sleep through 

the night. But if your blanket is too thick, it may trap too much heat, and you start 

sweating and feel uncomfortable. So you can imagine the earth as being wrapped 

in a blanket of greenhouse gases that is trapping more heat.

So what are these greenhouse gases, and where do they come from? The most 

common greenhouse gas is carbon dioxide, or CO
2
, which accounted for 82 per-

cent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions by weight in 2015 (figure 1.2). When we 

burn fossil fuels like coal, natural gas, and oil, which consist largely of carbon, the 

carbon combines with oxygen to form CO
2
. Other sources of CO

2
 include burn-

ing wood and decomposition of solid waste. Cement manufacturing is another 

significant source of greenhouse gases, accounting for 5 percent of global CO
2
 

emissions.1

Other greenhouse gases are less common but more potent than CO
2
—that is,  

they absorb and release more heat per pound emitted. Methane accounted 

FIGURE 1.1 The greenhouse gas effect
Lindsay Modugno, Jeff Pace, and Dan Lidor, “The Effects of Climate Change and Sea Level 

Rise on the Coast,” Sandy Hook Cooperative Research Programs, January 2015
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for 10 percent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions in 2015. Methane (CH
4
) is 

emitted in the mining and transport of natural gas, by livestock, through rice 

cultivation and other farming practices, and when organic waste in landfills 

decomposes. Similarly, nitrous oxide (N
2
O), 5 percent of emissions, is emitted 

by agricultural and industrial activities, burning fossil fuels, and solid waste 

decomposition. Finally, fluorinated gases are produced by some industries and 

have the highest global warming potentials. Whereas methane is about thirty 

times more potent as a greenhouse gas relative to CO
2
, nitrous oxide is nearly 

three hundred times as potent, and fluorinated gases can be thousands or even 

tens of thousands of times more potent.2

In fact, scientists have known about the heating effect of CO
2
 since the 1850s, 

when the scientist John Tyndall conducted meticulous experiments on the abil-

ity of atmospheric gases to absorb and transmit radiant heat.3 He found that 

CO
2
 absorbed heat more readily than other atmospheric gases, like oxygen and 

nitrogen, which have simpler molecular structures relative to CO
2
. Tyndall also 

speculated that small changes in gasses that absorbed the sun’s heat “would pro-

duce great effects on the terrestrial rays and produce corresponding changes of 

climate”4—something that has since come to pass.

But even before Tyndall, Eunice Foote conducted an experiment in which she 

placed cylinders containing CO
2
 and normal air in the sun and compared their 

Nitrous Oxide
5%

Methane
10%

Fluorinated Gases
3%

Carbon Dioxide
82%

FIGURE 1.2 U.S. greenhouse gas emissions in 2015
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2017
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temperatures. Just as Tyndall grasped the connection between CO
2
 heating up 

faster than other gases, Foote wrote about CO
2
: “An atmosphere of that gas would 

give to our earth a high temperature; and if as some suppose, at one period of its 

history the air had mixed with it a larger proportion than at present, an increased 

temperature from its own action as well as from increased weight must have 

necessarily resulted.”5

It appears that Foote was not allowed to present her work at a scientific confer-

ence, as female presenters were uncommon in that era. Instead, in 1856, Professor  

Joseph Henry presented Foote’s work at the meetings of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science in Albany, New York, where he prefaced his  

explanation by pointing out that science is “of no country and of no sex.”6 More  

recently, researchers discovered that Foote herself published a short paper outlining  

her results recounting how the CO
2
 container (known at the time as “carbonic 

acid gas”)

became itself much heated—very sensibly more so than the other—and 

on being removed, it was many times as long in cooling. . . . 

. . . On comparing the sun’s heat in different gases, I found it to be 

in hydrogen gas, 104°; in common air, 106°; in oxygen gas, 108°; and in 

carbonic acid gas, 125°.7

In short, thanks to the experiments of Foote and Tyndall, we have known for 

over a century and a half about the connection between CO
2
 and heating of the 

atmosphere.

Evidence of Climate Change
So far, we have explored the mechanisms for how greenhouse gases trap heat. 

But what is the evidence that the earth’s climate is heating up? And even if 

it is warming, how do we know that factors other than greenhouse gases are 

not responsible? The evidence comes from measurements of greenhouse gases 

in the atmosphere and of recent and historical changes in the earth’s surface 

temperature.

Between 1970 and 2000, total greenhouse gas emissions from human activities 

like burning fossil fuels increased an average of 1.3 percent each year. Between 

2000 and 2010, total emissions increased an average of 2.2 percent per year. While 

this may not seem like a lot, it is similar to compound interest rates—a little bit 

each year can mean big changes over multiple years.

In the year 1970, humans emitted twenty-seven billion tons of greenhouse 

gases into the atmosphere, whereas by 2010, we emitted forty-nine billion tons 

of greenhouse gases per year.8 Focusing just on CO
2
, in 1850, around the time 
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Foote and Tyndall were conducting their experiments, the average CO
2
 concen-

trations in the atmosphere were about 280 ppm (parts per million).9 As of 2016, 

the global average CO
2
 level in atmosphere was 403 ppm and increasing by 2–3 

ppm per year. The last time earth’s atmospheric CO
2
 concentration exceeded 400 

ppm was three to five million years ago, a time when global temperatures were 

2° to 3°C warmer and sea levels were ten to twenty meters higher than today.10

Just since the late nineteenth century, the planet’s average surface temperature 

has risen about 1.1°C (2.0°F). The current rate of warming is roughly ten times 

faster than the average rate of warming after ice ages of the past million years.11 

And for each decade since 1950, the global average land and ocean surface tem-

peratures have been warmer than those for the preceding decade.12 Temperatures 

are increasing faster over land and in the Northern Hemisphere than over the 

ocean and in the Southern Hemisphere. Temperatures are increasing fastest in 

the high northern latitudes such as Alaska, northern Canada, northern Russia, and 

across the Arctic.

Could these changes be the result of natural shifts in the earth’s climate? 

A number of natural processes cause the earth’s climate to change over time. 

Variations in the earth’s tilt and orbit around the sun, called Milankovitch cycles, 

change the earth’s climate over the course of tens or hundreds of thousands of 

years by impacting how much solar radiation reaches the earth.13 Additionally, 

the El Niño and La Niña ocean warming and cooling cycle impacts tempera-

tures and rainfall in places around the world.14 These patterns still affect earth’s 

climate today, but their influence over decades or even centuries is very small, 

much smaller than the rate of change we are now measuring. In short, these 

natural patterns do not explain the rapid warming that the earth has experienced 

since the onset of the Industrial Revolution.15 Instead, we know from multiple 

sources of evidence—including long-term observations, experiments, model-

ing, and measurements showing that recent changes in weather patterns fit with 

the predictions of greenhouse gas climate change models—that increases in 

human-emitted greenhouse gases are responsible for climate change.

Interestingly, some natural processes also result in cooling of the earth’s cli-

mate. In 1783, while he was serving as a diplomat in Paris, Benjamin Franklin 

observed that both Europe and the United States experienced unusually cold 

temperatures, as well as a constant fog. Although Franklin may not have dis-

cerned the cause, we now know that catastrophic volcanic eruptions in Iceland 

not only rained acid on the island itself, devastating livestock and causing wide-

spread famine, but also caused cooling in Europe and North America. Volcanic  

eruptions spew tiny ash particles into the atmosphere, which decrease the amount 

of sunlight reaching the surface of the earth, thus lowering average global tem-

peratures. Volcanoes that release large quantities of sulfur dioxide have an even 
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greater effect on global temperatures; the sulfur dioxide combines with water to 

make a haze of tiny droplets of sulfuric acid that absorb incoming solar radia-

tion and scatter it back out into space, thus cooling the earth’s surface. Scientists 

today are reconstructing the history of earth’s climate using tree rings and other 

data sources and have noted multiple periods of cooler temperatures following 

volcanic eruptions, which they refer to as “little ice ages.”16 However, scientists do 

not expect such volcanic eruptions to counteract the effects of greenhouse gas 

emissions.

Climate Change Impacts
In addition to scientists, many people whose lives and livelihoods are affected by 

changes in our oceans and on land have observed the impacts of climate change. 

These include coastal residents, farmers, fishermen, and leaders in the armed 

services. In this section, we briefly review some of these impacts.

Ocean Waters Are Becoming More Acidic

About one-quarter of the CO
2
 humans produce each year is absorbed by oceans. 

This CO
2
 reacts with seawater to form carbonic acid, thereby increasing the 

ocean’s acidity. Similar to how the rate of CO
2
 accumulation in the atmosphere 

is many times faster than we have seen during other periods in earth’s history, 

the current rate of increase in the acidity of ocean surface waters is roughly fifty 

times faster than known historical change.17

What happens to sea life as the oceans acidify? The increase in carbonic acid 

makes calcium carbonate less available to marine organisms for building their 

shells. Corals, crabs, clams, oysters, lobsters, and other marine animals that 

form calcium carbonate shells are particularly vulnerable. Because these animals 

are often at the bottom of the food web, this impacts other animals, including 

humans.

Ocean Temperatures Are Rising

In addition to absorbing CO
2
, oceans absorb heat caused by emissions from 

human activity. Over 90 percent of earth’s warming over the past fifty years has 

occurred in the oceans, which have warmed 1.0°C (1.5°F) since the late nine-

teenth century. Rising ocean temperatures are disrupting fish populations and 

killing off coral reefs, in turn impacting ocean food webs, humanity’s food sup-

ply, jobs, and tourism.18
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Ice Is Melting

Glaciers in countries around the world and sea ice at the poles are melting. 

On average, Arctic sea ice now starts melting eleven days earlier and refreezing 

twenty-six days later than it did in the late 1970s. In October 2017, the volume of 

Arctic sea ice was 65 percent below the maximum October ice volume in 1979. 

Although Antarctica had been gaining ice from the 1970s to 2016, this gain was 

more than offset by annual losses of Arctic sea ice. Then, in 2017, Antarctic sea 

ice decreased to record lows.19

Ice loss impacts Arctic peoples who depend on traditional weather patterns 

for hunting and threatens animals that inhabit the Arctic. But most people don’t 

live near glaciers and sea ice (one reason why using an image of a polar bear to 

inspire climate action has not been particularly effective). So why should people 

who do not live in icy places on the planet care about loss of glaciers and sea ice? 

Both melting glaciers and polar land ice cause sea level rise. Further, the loss of 

glaciers in the Himalayas and other mountain ranges results in changes in water 

flow into rivers such as the Ganges, which millions of people depend on for their 

water supply.20

Sea Level Is Rising

As glacial and polar ice melts from land, more water flows into the oceans. As 

water warms, it expands in volume. Both more water and warmer water are caus-

ing sea level rise. Between 1880 and 2014, sea level rose about 8 inches; by 2100, 

scientists are predicting an increase of 1–4 feet (0.3–1.2 meters) over the 2014 

global average level, with potential for a rise of 8 feet (2.4 meters) or more if 

greenhouse gas emissions continue increasing. This sea level rise is not distrib-

uted evenly around the world. For example, because of ocean currents, land sub-

sidence, and other factors, the rate of sea level rise for the East Coast of the United 

States is about 50 percent higher than the global average.21

A July 2016 headline in the Navy Times reads: “Rising oceans threaten to 

submerge 128 military bases.” Norfolk, Virginia, home to the largest U.S. naval 

base, is already witnessing regular flooding, forcing residents to abandon their 

homes.22 Frequent coastal flooding is making it nearly impossible for Norfolk 

residents to insure—let alone sell—once-valuable oceanfront homes. And at the 

Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, classrooms, dormitories, and athletic 

facilities were flooded in a 2003 hurricane, pointing not only to sea level rise but 

also to stronger storm events as threats to coastal cities.23 Residents in coastal 

Alaska and Louisiana, and on islands from the Pacific Ocean to the Chesapeake 

Bay, are abandoning villages and even whole islands where they have lived for 

centuries.24
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Storm surges can cause widespread coastal property damage and kill people 

during a hurricane. A storm surge is the rise in ocean water above the normal tide 

due to a storm and is a major cause of flooding in hurricanes. It is caused by water 

being pushed toward the shore by storm winds. Although many factors, includ-

ing water depth near the shoreline, impact storm surges, larger storms produce 

higher surges.25

Local and Regional Weather Is Changing

Recent droughts in the western United States are the most severe in over eight 

hundred years. At the same time, heavy rains associated with warming trends 

are contributing to more frequent and larger floods. Summer temperatures have 

exceeded those recorded since the United States began keeping reliable records 

in the late 1800s. And the length of the growing season between the latest spring 

frost and earliest fall frost has increased in each region of the United States, with 

increases of six days in the Southeast, nine to ten days in Northeast, Midwest, and 

the Plains states, and sixteen to nineteen days in the Northwest and Southwest.26 

These changes have an impact on what farmers and gardeners can grow and on 

insect pests and diseases affecting not just agriculture but also forests, cities, and 

even humans.

Although a longer growing season might provide opportunities for growing 

crops that were previously limited by colder temperatures, such opportunities 

may be constrained by drought, flooding, or soils that are unsuitable for the new 

crops. Further, moving production zones comes at great expense to physical, eco-

nomic, and social infrastructure, and can lead to conflicts as formerly productive 

populated areas become unproductive because of drought or heat stress.

Human Safety, Health, and Well-Being Are Threatened

Taken together, the changes brought about by climate change threaten human 

safety, health, and well-being. Floods pose a direct risk of drowning, and heat 

waves can kill vulnerable individuals like the elderly, especially those without 

a social support network.27 Wildfires and dust storms during droughts impact 

air quality, and populations of disease-carrying organisms like mosquitoes and 

ticks are up, leading to possible increases in malaria, dengue fever, and other 

diseases.28 Parents assessing these risks may direct their children to spend more 

time indoors, depriving children and families of the multiple health benefits of 

spending time in nature.29 And as many environmental educators are aware, the 

looming threats brought about by climate change can cause stress, sadness, and 

related mental health issues.30
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Addressing Climate Change
Addressing climate change involves both mitigation, principally by reducing 

the amount of greenhouse gases we emit into the atmosphere, and adaptation, 

or adjusting to the changes brought about by climate change. Consider a ski 

resort. It can install solar panels to power its lifts, thus helping to mitigate climate 

change. The resort can also adapt to warmer weather by making more snow. 

Whereas making more snow results in greater energy consumption and thus does 

not mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, some types of adaptation, most notably 

ecosystem-based adaption, integrate action to improve environmental quality.31 

For example, planting trees and other plants that absorb CO
2
 helps to mitigate 

climate change. Trees and bioswale gardens also retain water and soil that other-

wise would run off into rivers, thus helping communities adapt to more frequent 

heavy storms. Two broad strategies for mitigating climate change are (1) reduc-

ing greenhouse gas emissions (for example, by converting from coal to solar for 

electricity generation), and (2) increasing sequestration of CO
2
 that has already 

been emitted (for example, by planting trees).

While adaptation is important to help ensure our short-term survival, mitiga-

tion is critical to the long-term continuation of human civilization as we know 

it beyond about 2050. Absent mitigation, it is estimated that prior to 2100, the 

earth’s average global surface temperature could exceed 4°C (7.2°F) above the 

preindustrial average. A 2012 study conducted for the World Bank concluded 

that there is “no certainty that adaptation to a 4°C world is possible,” and that 

“4°C warming simply must not be allowed to occur.”32

Reducing all sources of greenhouse gases is important. Below we start with 

what an individual can do in his or her own home or school; such individual 

behavior change has traditionally been the focus of environmental education. 

Next, we talk about what people can do working together in their communi-

ties. We cannot mitigate or adapt to climate change without collective action, 

and thus environmental educators need to expand their efforts to get students, 

families, and neighbors working together to address climate change.33 Further, 

environmental educators can help people influence business and government 

policies.

Individual and Household Behaviors

In deciding how to reduce greenhouse gases, it is important to consider the  

sectors—electricity production, transportation, industry, commercial and resi-

dential, and agriculture—that contribute the most emissions. Burning fossil fuels 

in electricity production accounts for 29 percent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions 
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(figure 1.3). Thirty-three percent of that electricity is consumed in homes and 

businesses.34 Thus, the first question one might ask is, ‘‘How can I reduce electricity  

use in my home and at work?’’ The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

has a number of recommendations, including purchasing Energy Star appliances 

and paying attention to your heating and cooling system, which can use up to 

half of a home’s energy consumption.35 In many counties and cities, a univer-

sity extension or other program provides guidance on ways to avoid heat loss in 

your home and to install rooftop and community solar arrays, heat pumps, and 

smart meters that enable the consumer to monitor energy consumption and shift 

energy use to off-peak hours.36 Nonprofit organizations, government offices, and 

engineering firms also can advise about financing options, including government 

incentive programs.

After electricity production, transportation is the second-largest emitter of 

greenhouse gases in the United States, responsible for 27 percent of total green-

house gas emissions.37Although the solutions are obvious—walk, bike, take pub-

lic transport, and reduce driving and flying—implementing them can be difficult 

to fit into one’s life. But that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t try, and there can be side 

benefits to our health when we walk and bike. An environmental educator in 

Austin, Texas, worked with his son’s school to develop a bike-to-school program, 

and U.S. cities are expanding bike-share programs based on China’s model of 

“dockless” smart bikes.38

Commercial and
Residential

12%

Agriculture
9%

Electricity
29%

Transportation
27% 

Industry
21%

FIGURE 1.3 Sources of greenhouse gas emissions
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2017
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Industry is the third-largest U.S. emitter (21 percent of total emissions).39 Con-

sidering climate change ramifications when making consumer choices can help 

to reduce this source of emissions. In China, the Ant Forest online game rewards 

consumers who purchase climate-friendly goods with points that are used to 

plant trees. This has the potential to reduce greenhouse gas emission by encour-

aging “green” choices and to sequester CO
2
 through tree planting. Whereas Ant 

Forest uses external incentives,40 we also make choices based on social norms and 

individual values, both of which can shift as we observe more and more people 

making green choices.41 Educators can play a role in changing social norms by 

modeling and encouraging climate friendly behaviors in their programs.

Commercial and residential sectors accounted for 12 percent of total emis-

sions in 2015. This percentage accounts for both direct and indirect emissions. 

Direct emissions result from a number of commercial and residential activities. 

Heating and cooling homes and businesses using fossil fuels releases CO
2
. Refrig-

eration and air conditioning release fluorinated gases. Even waste at the landfill 

releases methane as it decomposes, and wastewater treatment emits methane and 

nitrous oxide. When we turn on the lights and use electricity produced by a power 

plant that burns fossil fuels to make that electricity, we are releasing greenhouse 

gases indirectly. In addition to recommending individual actions like reducing 

waste and turning off lights to save energy, some environmental education orga-

nizations have taken a different approach. Mass Audubon partnered with Mas-

sachusetts Energy Consumer Alliance for a “Make the Switch” campaign that 

promotes switching to renewable energy; their goal is for at least one thousand 

Mass Audubon members to switch to renewable electricity sources within a year 

of the campaign’s start. This type of partnership may increase the likelihood that 

consumers will switch their energy source because the information comes from a 

trusted conservation source like Mass Audubon. Finally, the EPA states that agri-

culture contributes 9 percent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, much of it from 

livestock production.42 Actual contributions of agriculture to greenhouse gases 

may be higher; some sources put livestock alone as contributing up to 18 percent 

of global greenhouse gases, with cows, sheep, and goats producing more emis-

sions relative to pigs and chickens.43 Consumers can make choices to limit meat 

and dairy consumption to reduce this source of greenhouse gases.

Collective Action

We have seen how addressing greenhouse gas emissions at the individual level 

involves consumer and lifestyle choices. But environmental education programs 

also engage participants in collective action and even in influencing policies. One 

form of collective action is scaling up individual actions, as we saw in the Mass 
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Audubon example—the more households that reduce their energy use or the 

more individuals who walk, ride their bike, or take the bus to work, the greater 

the impact. Other forms of collective action involve community members work-

ing together to address structural issues, such as the cost of rooftop solar instal-

lation, the lack of bike lanes, or policies that act against energy saving, which 

prevent people who would otherwise make green choices from doing so. In some 

states, citizens can work with a solar company to implement community solar, 

thus enabling more households to buy into renewable energy. Working with pri-

vate companies to develop a car-sharing program will allow more individuals to 

reduce car use. Working with farmers to create community supported agricul-

ture (CSA, or group purchasing of local produce) can reduce the need to buy 

packaged food; in cities where people walk or use public transport to pick up 

their produce, these practices also reduce gas emissions associated with trans-

porting food.

At the local policy level, environmental education participants could advocate 

at town hall meetings for wind energy, bike trails, and sidewalks, and preserving 

forests and wetlands that absorb CO
2
. They can also work with their churches, 

sports clubs, and other civil society organizations to implement organizational 

practices that reduce greenhouse emissions, such as banning single-use plastic 

water bottles. They may be able to help draft and implement town climate change 

mitigation and adaptation plans, such as New York State’s Climate Smart Com-

munities,44 which in turn can serve as examples for other towns and spur action 

at the state or even national level. Environmental education participants also can 

call their political representatives and work for candidates who support legisla-

tion to address climate change.

Bottom Line for Educators
Like any field of science, climate science is never settled or beyond further modi-

fication. However, there is a point at which a scientific consensus is reached based 

on strong evidence from multiple lines of inquiry. The scientific conclusion that 

human greenhouse gas emissions and other activities have changed the earth’s 

atmosphere with measurable impacts on global climate has reached that level of 

certainty. Moreover, climate science allows us to estimate how actions we take 

now and in the near future can reduce the severity of climate change in the com-

ing decades.

Evidence of warming comes not just from climate models but from actual 

observations of surface, air, and water temperatures; ocean chemistry; and melt-

ing Arctic and glacial ice. In fact, much of the climate “denying” that we see is 
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more a function of people’s social and political leanings than of the facts (see 

chapter 5).

Disinformation campaigns by individuals and organizations who do not wish 

to see effective action taken to reduce climate change are an unfortunate reality. 

We cannot allow distortion, bias, and fabrication to prevent the evidence-based 

decisions and actions required at the individual and societal level to reduce cli-

mate change. The very survival of human civilization requires such action. The 

alternative goes beyond factual disagreement. To ignore clear evidence and fail to 

act, creating great peril for the near- and long-term future, is beyond a scientific, 

technological, or political issue; it is a question of morality, ethics, sanity, and 

self-preservation. Fortunately, we already have many of the scientific and techno-

logical capabilities to reduce climate change risk. We need to develop the moral 

compass and social and political will to use them wisely.

Environmental education can influence participant behaviors and actions at 

levels ranging from individual choices to local collective action to advocacy for 

national or global policies, and across the consumer, transport, industry, and 

agricultural sectors. But first we need to understand the best ways to communi-

cate climate change and inspire action. In the next chapter we turn to explana-

tions for varying views on climate change.
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CLIMATE CHANGE ATTITUDES  
AND KNOWLEDGE

Understanding climate change attitudes is one of the challenges educators face 

when teaching about climate change. Attitudes are cognitive representations 

that summarize people’s evaluation of an action, event, idea, or thing, or what 

social scientists call an “attitude object.” In this case, the attitude object is climate 

change.1

The relationship between attitudes and behavior is not always straight-

forward. One might think positive environmental attitudes would engender 

pro-environmental behavior that minimizes environmental impacts and has 

positive environmental outcomes.2 But in reality, attitudes are often a weaker 

predictor of behavior than we might expect.3 In the case of climate change, 

although people who hold more positive attitudes toward renewable energy may 

be more likely to install solar panels on their home, there are many reasons why 

people who feel positive about renewable energy may not do so—for example, 

lack of knowledge, structural barriers such as cost, or how they feel others may 

view them. Generally speaking, attitudes are a better predictor of behaviors 

when the attitudes are more specific—for instance, if we want to predict who 

will install solar panels, attitudes toward renewable energy, specifically, are likely 

to be a better predictor than general environmental attitudes.4 The predictive 

strength of attitudes also depends on whether behavioral intentions or actual 

behaviors are the intended outcome. In general, there is a strong relationship 

between believing in anthropogenic climate change and intentions to partici-

pate in pro-environmental behavior; however, the relationship between climate 

change belief and actual behavior is weaker.
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In a study published in 2014, researchers estimated that 60 percent of adults 

worldwide were aware of climate change, whereas 40 percent had never heard 

of it.5 Survey data demonstrate that high-emitting countries like the United 

States and China are among the least concerned about climate change, whereas 

lower-emitting countries in South America and Africa are most concerned.6 

Within countries, awareness and risk perceptions also vary markedly. A study 

in Cebu, Philippines, published in 2012 found that only 18 percent of fishermen 

in the region were aware of climate change, compared to 71 percent of laborers. 

This difference underlines the challenges confronting this archipelagic nation as 

it faces significant risks from sea level rise and ocean warming.7

Social scientists examining U.S. climate change attitudes over the past decade 

have found that those attitudes have remained remarkably stable, although 

acknowledgment that climate change is happening has increased steadily since 

2015.8 As of 2017, the majority—71 percent—of the country thought the climate 

is changing.9 According to survey data published in 2011, 54 percent of Ameri-

cans also believe that climate change is anthropogenic; but the population differs 

markedly in its policy preferences and behaviors.10 At the ends of the spectrum, 

some Americans are very alarmed, while others dismiss climate change almost 

completely. Most Americans lie somewhere in between (figure 2.1). Political ide-

ology and party identification are strong predictors of climate change attitudes 

and beliefs in national surveys; Democrats and liberals reliably express more 

alarm compared to Republicans and conservatives, who are more likely to be 

dismissive.11

Belief that climate change is happening does not equate to understanding 

the facts. Most Americans have heard of the greenhouse effect (87 percent, 

Alarmed Concerned Cautious Disengaged Doubtful Dismissive

May 2017; n=1,266

Highest belief in global warming
Most concerned
Most motivated

Lowest belief in global warming
Least concerned
Least motivated

10%12%29%18% 6%24%

FIGURE 2.1 Global warming’s six Americas
Yale Program on Climate Change Communication and George Mason University Center for 

Climate Change Communication, 2017
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according to a 2010 Yale study), but fewer Americans understand how the green-

house effect works, and many continue to conflate ozone layer depletion with 

climate change.12 While people generally understand that carbon dioxide is a 

greenhouse gas that contributes to warming, they are relatively unaware of other 

important greenhouse gases, like methane.13 Fewer than half the science teach-

ers in a 2016 study could correctly identify the percentage of scientists (97 per-

cent) who agree that humans are causing climate change, and a third reported 

purposefully giving students mixed messages about climate change.14 In a study 

examining climate change knowledge across the United States, Canada, Ger-

many, Switzerland, China, and the United Kingdom, higher levels of knowledge 

about the causes of climate change (but not the physical characteristics of cli-

mate change) were associated with higher levels of climate change concern.15 

Understanding and communicating the scientific consensus around climate 

change could function as a key factor in moving audiences toward supporting 

climate policy.16

Other research has focused on youth knowledge and attitudes toward climate 

change. A 2010 survey found that U.S. teens knew about the same or a little less 

about climate change compared to U.S. adults.17 Although fewer teens said that 

climate change was happening compared to adults (54 percent of teens versus 

63 percent of adults), more teens than adults understood that the greenhouse 

effect refers to gases in the atmosphere that trap heat (77 percent of teens com-

pared to 66 percent of adults). Strong predictors for climate change concern 

among teens include acceptance of anthropogenic climate change, frequency 

of discussion with family and friends, and the perceived acceptance of anthro-

pogenic climate change by family and friends.18 The importance of family and 

friends suggests intergenerational programs that engage parents alongside chil-

dren could be particularly effective at building concern. Efforts like the Climate 

Urban Systems Partnership in Pittsburgh employ this approach; when families 

come to the program’s booths at festivals, the children and parents explore cli-

mate change activity kits together.19

Because much of the research on climate change attitudes and knowledge 

comes from Western countries, “debates remain anchored primarily in the expe-

riences, values, and desires of developed nations . . . even when we think we 

are arguing against what we construe to be the selfish interests of ‘the West.’ ”20 

Educators working in other countries may find themselves confronted by chal-

lenges different from those facing U.S. educators. For example, whereas political 

polarization dominates climate change discussions in the United States, this is 

not true in other countries that are major players in global climate negotiations, 

like India.21
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Bottom Line for Educators
Understanding audiences’ climate change attitudes and knowledge can guide 

educators in developing program outcomes and content. For example, if edu-

cators work with audiences who are already very concerned and knowledge-

able about climate change, they may want to focus on developing audiences’ 

sense of collective efficacy—the feeling that they can respond collectively to the 

problem—to help them avoid despair. Educators working with audiences who 

are more skeptical or less aware of the problem may target climate change knowl-

edge and awareness as preliminary outcomes. These educators may also seek to 

identify areas of common ground, such as shared experiences in their commu-

nities, that enable them to have a positive dialogue with audiences even as they 

disagree about certain aspects of climate change. It may hearten environmental 

educators to look at the opinion data and remind themselves that the majority of 

Americans do believe that the climate is changing, even if they disagree on ways 

to address the problem.
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CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION  
OUTCOMES

We often talk about our environmental education program’s success, but we may 

fail to specify the outcome that defines that success. Are we successful at instill-

ing climate literacy? At fostering self-efficacy and individual pro-environmental 

behaviors, or at sparking deliberation, civic engagement, and collective action? 

Or maybe our intended outcome relates to positive youth development, inspiring 

hope, or some type of resilience?

Defining program outcomes is the first step in a program development cycle 

and works in concert with educators’ audience assessments. Climate change edu-

cation outcomes are any desired changes that result from climate change educa-

tion programs and that are intended to enhance natural and human systems 

by reducing greenhouse gasses and, where needed, helping communities adapt 

to climate change in an environmentally sound manner.1 Specifying outcomes 

enables educators to strategically plan and evaluate program activities. It is 

important to note that making a program’s desired outcomes transparent also 

enables educators to reflect on how likely their activities are to reach their goals, 

and to adjust if necessary. Below, we describe three categories of climate change 

education outcomes drawn from environmental education and climate change 

communication research, as well as from our own experience and conversations 

with climate change educators: individual outcomes like climate literacy, atti-

tudes, self-efficacy, and behavior change; community outcomes like collective 

efficacy, social capital, and collective action; and direct environmental outcomes. 

We conclude with a short discussion of resilience, a term that can refer to indi-

viduals, communities, ecosystems, and integrated social-ecological systems.
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Climate Change and Environmental Education  
Outcomes Focused on Individuals
Climate literacy (knowledge and skills), positive attitudes and emotions, and 

self-efficacy all contribute to changes in individual environmental behaviors.

Climate Literacy

Climate literacy blends knowledge and skills. Climate knowledge includes knowl-

edge about climate systems and processes, and about how humans affect climate, 

how climate change affects humans, and what actions humans can take to mitigate 

and adapt to climate change. While knowledge is one factor in people’s decision 

to act pro-environmentally (or toward climate change solutions), knowledge on 

its own is not sufficient for motivating behavior change.2 Knowledge differs from 

climate awareness, which is a broad concept referring to knowing that something 

exists.3 In environmental education, awareness refers to an individual’s perception 

of, influence on, and concern for the environment.4 Climate-related skills are abili-

ties that enable someone to perform a task and lead to a desired action or goal over 

time.5 Climate literacy skills include communicating about climate change, assess-

ing climate-related information,6 and participating in constructive dialogue.

According to Climate Literacy: The Essential Principles of Climate Science, a 

climate literate person

• understands the essential principles of the earth’s climate system,

•  knows how to assess scientifically credible information about climate

• communicates about climate and climate change in a meaningful 

way, and

•  is able to make informed and responsible decisions with regard to 

actions that may affect climate.7

The National Academy of Sciences also includes behavior change under the 

umbrella of climate literacy.8

Environmental literacy is broader than climate literacy. Environmental literacy 

is defined as the ability to make informed decisions concerning the environ-

ment; being willing to act on these decisions to improve the well-being of other 

individuals, societies, and the global environment; and participating in civic life.9

Attitudes and Emotions

Attitudes and emotions are included in definitions of environmental literacy but 

are generally left out of definitions of climate literacy. However, understanding 

attitudes and emotions is critical to designing climate education programs.
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Attitudes are cognitive representations of how people evaluate an action, 

event, idea, or thing.10 The building blocks for attitudes include values, beliefs, 

and emotions.11 Many environmental education programs operate with the 

goal of promoting positive attitudes toward the environment, although research 

shows that attitudes are very hard to change.12 A large body of climate change 

communication research focuses on understanding public attitudes toward 

climate change and on experimenting with the ways in which communication 

affects attitudes. This research can help environmental educators target their 

message while avoiding trying to directly change attitudes.

AT TITUDE COMPONENTS

Educators may seek to understand attitudes broadly or to target the specific com-

ponents of attitudes.

• Values, the guiding principles by which people live and preferences about 

how society should function,13 form the basis of attitudes.

• Beliefs represent a person’s subjective knowledge about the world; beliefs 

are distinguished from knowledge, which is based on facts.14 For example, 

in the climate change context, one person might hold the belief that the 

planet is experiencing a pronounced warming period because of anthropo-

genic emissions of greenhouse gases, whereas another may believe that the 

warming trend simply reflects natural variability in global temperatures. 

A third person may believe that climate change is a hoax and discount 

the temperature evidence entirely. These different beliefs about the same 

knowledge (warmer temperatures) hold implications for attitudes about 

climate change and behavioral intentions.

• Emotions are related to beliefs and attitudes. For example, if a person 

believes that climate change poses a serious threat to human society, 

including a direct personal threat, that person may experience the emo-

tion of fear and demonstrate fearful attitudes. While fearful attitudes can 

be pro-environmental attitudes and foster pro-environmental behav-

iors, fearing climate change might also result in a terror management 

response that actually decreases the likelihood someone will engage in 

pro-environmental behavior (see chapter 6).

EMOTIONS: HOPE AND FEAR

Emotions not only play a role in defining attitudes; they also can be education 

outcomes. Emotions are psychological and physiological responses to stimuli, 

and they guide information processing and behavior.15

Hope is an emotion that consists of goals (what we want to happen), pathway 

thinking (our ability to figure out how to meet those goals), and agency thinking 
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(a motivation to use those pathways).16 Hope has been associated with willing-

ness to engage in pro-environmental behavior.17

Fear is an uncomfortable emotional response to a perceived threat.18 Although 

the media frequently employ fear appeals to communicate about climate change, 

a more effective strategy may be to inspire hope in audiences with the goal of 

supporting climate change action.

Self-Efficacy

Self-efficacy refers to confidence in your ability to achieve goals. It is an “empow-

erment variable” and an important factor in fostering responsible environmental 

behavior.19 A strong sense of self-efficacy results in people expending more effort 

in the face of obstacles like climate change.20

Environmental Behaviors

Environmental behaviors are changes made by an individual, such as installing 

solar panels on one’s home, turning down the heat, reducing consumption, or 

purchasing a fuel-efficient vehicle.

Climate Change and Environmental Education  
Outcomes Focused on Communities
Positive youth development, in which youth develop leadership, communica-

tion, and other assets, is included in this section on community-level outcomes. 

This is because youth assets are often an outcome of environmental education 

programs that involve community gardening or some other form of collective 

action; youth with leadership skills and other assets are also more likely to engage 

in collective action.

Youth Assets

Positive youth development is an asset-based approach to promoting young peo-

ple’s well-being physically (e.g., through good health habits), intellectually (e.g., 

through critical thinking), psychologically (e.g., through building confidence), 

and socially (e.g., through trusting others).21 In addition to helping youth live 

productive lives, such assets help enable youth to engage in positive environmen-

tal behaviors and collective actions. Environmental education—in particular 
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programs where youth build citizenship skills through civic engagement—can 

be a way to achieve positive youth development.22

Social Capital

Social capital has multiple definitions focusing on the personal and collective or 

social benefits of connections with others. It generally refers to the relationships, 

trust, and shared norms that individuals can draw on to work through collective 

problems like allocating green space or taking action to mitigate climate change.23

• Trust is a key component of social capital and a prerequisite for collective 

action and collaboration. Researchers have defined trust in multiple ways, 

but these definitions all converge around the idea that trust is a psychologi-

cal state that accepts some form of vulnerability and concerns the person 

who trusts, the person who is deemed trustworthy, and an action.24 Envi-

ronmental education programs in which youth work together to achieve 

a challenging goal can build trust among participants.25 In climate change 

communication, one important aspect of gaining trust is the use of a 

trusted messenger (see chapter 9).26

• Positive dialogue can build the connections that are part of social capital.27 

Climate change education programs that promote discussions requir-

ing participants to reflect on the trade-offs of their own views while also 

acknowledging the benefits of fellow participants’ views may be particu-

larly effective at fostering positive dialogue.28

Collective Efficacy

Collective efficacy is a belief that a group can achieve its goals.29 Audiences can 

easily feel “disempowered by the scale of environmental problems” and can ben-

efit from “opportunities to work for social and environmental change with others 

to acquire a collective sense of competence.”30 Like trust, collective efficacy is a 

stepping-stone to collective action.31

Collective Action

Collective action is action taken by a group in pursuit of perceived shared inter-

ests.32 Examples of collective actions to address climate change include volunteer 

groups restoring dune habitat to enhance shoreline stability, or a neighborhood 

forming a renewable energy collective or working with a city or town to improve 
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infrastructure for bike commuters. Similar to environmental action, climate 

change action integrates science knowledge and civic engagement, and can also 

include voting and other policy-related activities.33

Climate Change and Environmental Education 
Outcomes Focused on the Environment
Positive environmental outcomes are direct environmental improvements such 

as restoring ecosystem services or improving water and air quality. In climate 

change education, mitigation and ecosystem-based adaptation are environmen-

tal outcomes.

Climate Change Mitigation

Climate change mitigation is defined as slowing down climate change by reduc-

ing and stabilizing greenhouse gas emissions or enhancing greenhouse gas sinks.34 

Climate mitigation actions include planting trees and switching to renewable 

energy to reduce use of coal, oil, and gas.

Climate Change Adaptation

Climate change adaptation is about helping people and environments prepare 

for and adjust to climate change. Adaptation efforts attempt to reduce society’s 

vulnerability to climate change impacts, like sea level rise, extreme storm events, 

and water and food shortages, and include activities like installing permeable 

pavement to reduce flooding or restoring dunes to slow shoreline erosion.35 Note 

that not all adaptation practices are consistent with environmental education 

principles. New coastal developments may include houses raised on stilts, reduc-

ing the likelihood of the homes flooding but failing to address the underlying 

environmental issues. Environmental education can play a role in helping adap-

tation efforts incorporate mitigation outcomes.36 Ecosystem-based adaptation 

activities, like restoring and maintaining mangroves, mitigate climate change by 

ensuring the mangroves remain a carbon sink while helping communities adapt 

to climate change by reducing flood impacts related to sea level rise.

Resilience
Resilience is a term we hear frequently in relation to climate change (table 3.1). 

In general, resilience refers to the ability of individuals, communities, ecosystems, 
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TABLE 3.1 Resilience definitions

TYPE OF RESILIENCE DEFINITION

Psychological resilience The processes of, capacity for, or patterns of positive adaptation 
during or following exposure to adverse experiences that have 
the potential to disrupt or destroy the successful functioning or 
development of the person38

Community resilience The ability of communities to cope with and recover from external 
stressors resulting from social, political, and environmental 
change39

Ecological resilience The magnitude of disturbance that a system can experience before 
it moves into a different state with different controls on structure 
and function40

Social-ecological 
systems resilience

The capacity of social-ecological systems to continually change, 
adapt, or transform to maintain ongoing processes in response 
to gradual and small-scale change, or transform in the face of 
devastating change41

and social-ecological systems to respond to change, including hardship and 

disasters. Climate change educators working in areas impacted by major storms, 

drought, wildfire, or other natural disasters exacerbated by climate change may be 

particularly interested in fostering community and social-ecological resilience.37

Bottom Line for Educators
Climate change education programs target a variety of environmental educa-

tion outcomes that overlap with climate change communication goals. Defining 

outcomes early on in the program development process will assist educators in 

choosing appropriate activities to meet their goals and their audiences’ needs.
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CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION 
VIGNETTES

Given what we now know about climate change perceptions and potential education 

outcomes, how might one approach climate change education with different audi-

ences, intended outcomes, and educational settings? One of the authors of this book, 

Anne Armstrong, has worked as an educator in a variety of settings, from national 

and state parks to nature centers and residential facilities. From 2010 to 2015 she also 

worked as the education director for the Chincoteague Bay Field Station, a nonprofit 

environmental education and research field station in Wallops Island, Virginia. There, 

she and the education staff juggled the needs and interests of multiple audiences: 

teachers and students attending multiday coastal ecology field trips; university faculty 

and students conducting research, teaching, or attending courses; and children and 

adults of all ages who came for overnight educational experiences. Based on Anne’s 

graduate research on environmental educators’ use of climate change communica-

tion research and her experience as an environmental educator, in this chapter we 

introduce three fictional climate change education scenarios: Elena leads a commu-

nity meeting to plan a collective action; Jayla works at a nature center; and Will teaches 

in a high school classroom. We weave these vignettes into the subsequent chapters and 

discuss connections between research and the three educational approaches.

Vignette 1: Community Climate Change 
Conversation—Elena
Elena works for an environmental education organization about to embark on 

a living shoreline project. Living shorelines use oyster reefs, marshes, and other 
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existing and restored habitats to manage coastal erosion.1 Elena’s organization 

is trying to build local support for action on climate change mitigation and 

ecosystem-based adaptation. She hosts a community meeting at the local volun-

teer fire department to introduce the organization’s plans and to recruit volun-

teers for a marsh planting and artificial oyster reef (“oyster castle”) installation 

the following month. Elena starts by asking community members to share some 

of the changes they’ve seen in their community over their lifetimes.

John raises his hand and explains that where his father had grown strawber-

ries is now salt marsh. Cindy describes how the pine tump (a small mound with 

pine trees growing on it) has disappeared over the last five years from the mouth 

of Old Pine Creek. Jim says his house now floods regularly during spring tides 

but didn’t used to when his grandfather owned the house.

Elena says, “We all want to protect this area, and it’s going to take us working 

together collectively to do so. All of the changes you’ve listed are a result of sea 

level rise caused by warming temperatures—climate change.”

John raises his hand and says, “Now I’m not sure about this climate change. It 

sounds like a bunch of hooey to me, and from what I’ve seen has been much too 

overblown by the media and liberal politicians. I know that my land is changing, 

but I can’t attribute that to global warming. I’ve had to shovel more snow over 

the past two years than I have my whole life put together.”

Elena responds, “Thanks for sharing, John. We had a cold, snowy winter here, 

but overall, our annual average temperatures have been rising, as have ocean tem-

peratures. Mining and burning fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural gas releases 

carbon dioxide and methane into the atmosphere. The CO
2
 and methane act 

like a big heat-trapping blanket, warming the air and the ocean. These warmer 

temperatures contribute to sea level rise in two ways. First, warmer temperatures 

melt glaciers and ice caps on the land, and the meltwater makes sea level rise. Sec-

ond, warm ocean temperatures actually cause the water to expand. As the water 

expands, we get increased flooding and erosion.”

“Well, I don’t know about all that. Like I said, I shoveled more snow in the last 

two years than ever in my life. Also, if the ocean’s getting warmer and we start 

having more warm-water fish up here, I’ll get my shrimping license!” (At this 

time, the town is too far north for shrimp populations large enough to support 

an industry.) The audience laughs and nods along with John.

Elena’s face gets a little red, but she decides that instead of continuing to 

debate with John, she’ll approach the project from a different perspective. “OK, 

OK,” she says, waiting for the audience to quiet down. “Clearly, we’ll agree to 

disagree for now on the causes of coastal erosion. But here’s what I think we 

agree on. As you’ve seen, the beach has experienced a lot of erosion since Hur-

ricanes Irene and Sandy. This town used to be an oyster capital. We’d like to 
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take steps toward reclaiming that title. We’d like to start building the beach 

back, using native marsh plants and constructing an artificial oyster reef using 

oyster castles just offshore that will support oyster populations while slowing 

wave energy. We can’t do it on our own, though, and will need all the help we 

can get.”

Alice raises her hand with a concerned look on her face and asks whether 

the shoreline restoration project will mean town members are no longer 

allowed to go clamming on the beach. Someone else asks whether the state 

marine resource commission and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have 

cleared the project, because “those oyster castles might be navigation hazards.” 

Elena explains that they don’t want to deny anyone access to the site, even if it 

is her organization’s private property, and assures the group that she has gone 

through the proper permitting channels. Finally, John raises his hand and says, 

“Well, I like the idea of building the beach back and bringing the oysters back, 

but I’m still not convinced that our problems are due to climate change and 

not just plain old erosion. When you have the president of the United States 

call Tangier Island to tell them that they’re going to be all right, I just have to 

wonder whether we’re making a fuss over nothing.”2 Elena sees some people 

in the audience nodding their heads and looking at her expectantly, waiting 

for her response.

Elena takes a deep breath and says, “Thanks for your input, John. I’m glad that 

we can agree on building the beach back.” Elena goes on to describe the plans for 

the shoreline and puts out a volunteer request. The next month, she has twenty 

volunteers, including John, from the town shoveling sand and oyster shells, and 

planting native marsh grasses.

TABLE 4.1 Elena’s vignette: setting, outcomes, audience

Setting Community gathering in a rural coastal community. An environmental education 
organization is recruiting volunteers for a living shoreline project in a community 
suffering from recurrent flooding because of sea level rise.

Outcomes Ecosystem-based adaptation
Collective action
Climate literacy

Audience Adult members of the community in which the educator, Elena, hopes to construct 
the living shoreline

Attitudes: Some are cautious and concerned, while others are dismissive.
Knowledge and beliefs: The audience knows that the land is changing and eroding 

but is not fully convinced of links between the flooding that causes the erosion, 
sea level rise, and climate change.
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Vignette 2: Nature Center Interpretation—Jayla
Jayla has funding to make new exhibit panels along the popular Monkey 

Flower Meander trail at the Chaparral Nature Center in a large California 

city. According to a recent survey her center conducted, visitors are concerned 

about climate change and want more information about how it will impact 

their region, particularly regarding water resources. They also want informa-

tion about actions they can take. Jayla decides one way she can address cli-

mate change at the nature center is by incorporating a climate change mes-

sage related to water at one of the posts on Monkey Flower Meander. Jayla 

starts by doing some online research about climate change in general and in 

California. She pulls together information from the U.S. National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, and 

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and formulates potential 

messages that are locally relevant and tie into the plants highlighted on the 

interpretive trail.

She organizes a focus group of six of the center’s most dedicated volunteers. 

She starts by asking them to talk about climate change so she can get a baseline 

idea of their understanding of the phenomenon. She then asks them to think of 

potential solutions to their city’s water availability issues and creates a list from 

those ideas. She shows them her draft exhibit panel text (figure 4.1), and they give 

her feedback on what they like and dislike. Below are some comments volunteers 

give Jayla.

What they like:

• Using the popular trail to teach about climate change

• The potential to tell climate stories about plant species represented on 

the trail

• Linking climate change, water issues, and native plants

What they think could be improved:

• A better explanation of why visitors should care about chaparral plants 

shifting their ranges. They suggest tying chaparral to visitors’ sense of place 

by framing chaparral as a defining feature of the local landscape.

• Tighter connections to center resources and to climate action. Volunteers 

think the actions Jayla provides are too broad and do not touch directly 

on temperature and water issues in their city. They suggest mentioning 

the center’s rain barrel construction program as an easy entry point for 

water conservation in private homes, and the city’s ample bike lanes and 

ride-share program that can reduce greenhouse gas emissions.



Climate Change in the Chaparral 

Chaparral plants are already changing their ranges in response to 
climate change1
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We can accomplish a lot when we 
work together! 

Together, we can reduce California’s 
greenhouse gas emissions and conserve 

precious water supplies. 

Shopping at your local farmer’s market 
shortens the supply chain from farmer to 
plate and reduces the amount of carbon 
dioxide emissions necessary for ge�ng 
food onto your table. You get fresh food 
and you support local industry! Support 
local renewable energy ini�a�ves that 
make wind and solar more affordable and 
accessible to a wider popula�on. 
Removing nonna�ve grasses and using 
na�ve vegeta�on in your yard saves 
precious water and makes your property 
less vulnerable to wildfires. 

Climate change is caused by an increased 
concentra�on in greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere due primarily to burning of fossil 
fuels. Carbon Dioxide, methane, and nitrous 
oxide form a heat-trapping blanket around 
the earth; the more of these gases we add, 
the warmer our planet will become.

In California, the increased temperatures 
due to climate change will increase the 

soil and plants, reducing the amount of 

Biologists have already seen changes in 

rising temperatures.  Plants like this 
creosote bush you see on the monkey 

ranges are now found at higher 

enabling plants to hold on to more 
water. 

FIGURE 4.1 Jayla’s draft version of a climate change exhibit panel

TABLE 4.2 Jayla’s vignette: setting, outcomes, audience

Setting Urban nature center in Southern California. A nature center interpreter integrates 
climate change topics into an interpretive exhibit panel.

Outcomes Climate change knowledge about individual behaviors to mitigate climate change

Audience Adult visitors
Attitudes: Most are adult visitors concerned about climate change.
Knowledge: Adult visitors know that the climate is changing and want more 

information about impacts to their region and actions they can take.
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Vignette 3: High School Classroom—Will
Will is a science teacher in central Kentucky. Although his specialty is biology 

(he really loves entomology), he finds himself also teaching earth science, which 

includes a section on climate change. When the Next Generation Science Stan-

dards were adopted by Kentucky,3 Will and many nearby science teachers realized  

they did not have the background to effectively teach the climate change  

components. Will is wary of the first day of class. He knows his students aren’t 

necessarily aware of their various political leanings yet, but their parents defi-

nitely are. Will does not think Kentucky, a coal state, is the most receptive place 

for climate change education.

Will’s plan is to depoliticize his teaching as much as possible and to teach 

the topic in a way that makes students hopeful about the roles they can play in 

their community. Will recently completed a Project Learning Tree “Southeastern 

Forests and Climate Change”4 training module from the Kentucky Association of 

Environmental Education, and he’s planning on starting with an activity called 

“Clearing the Air,” which gives students a chance to examine common climate 

change misconceptions and weigh them against scientific evidence. Most of his 

students enjoy the exercise, although a couple sulk through the presentation on 

climate change evidence. Will also uses the Kentucky supplement for the activity 

to connect the trees students see regularly to climate change impacts. He decides 

to test out an analogy he read on National Geographic’s website about CO
2
 emis-

sions and the atmosphere. “Imagine the atmosphere is a big bathtub,” he tells 

students, “and trees and soil are two of nature’s ways of draining that bathtub. As 

long as we pour CO
2
 into the atmosphere faster than nature drains it out with 

trees and soil, our planet continues to warm.”5

In the second week of the course, Will asks students to brainstorm ideas for a 

climate change mitigation project that they can pursue as a class. They want to 

plant trees on their school grounds and then monitor how much carbon the trees 

sequester. Will gets permission from the school and then starts brainstorming 

TABLE 4.3 Will’s vignette: setting, outcomes, audience

Setting High school science classroom in Kentucky

Outcomes Climate literacy
Collective action
Positive youth development

Audience High school students
Attitudes: Disengaged prior to the class
Knowledge: They know that climate change is an issue and that it is contentious, 

but do not know very much about climate science.
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how to fund the project with the students. They come up with a suite of options 

and organize themselves into project teams. The students send out donation 

request letters to local nurseries, run bake sales at school, and partner with the 

local ice cream parlor to have 10 percent of a day’s profits go toward the project. 

That spring, they plant fifty trees in their school yard.

Three Approaches
Elena, Jayla, and Will each consider their audience’s climate change knowledge 

and attitudes as they formulate their program strategies, and they each hope 

to inspire or engage their audience in climate change action. Elena may have 

confused her audiences’ admission of changes in the landscape with belief in 

climate change, and she has to adjust her expectations accordingly. Instead of 

pushing John further on the issue of whether climate change is real, she focuses 

on what they have in common to bring John onboard with her intended outcome 

of climate change ecosystem-based adaptation. Jayla’s nature center conducted 

a visitor survey that Jayla uses to inform her exhibit panel—she knows that her 

audience is concerned about climate change, so she focuses on enhancing their 

knowledge about local climate impacts and potential actions they can take. Addi-

tionally, Jayla polls her volunteers and has them review her draft messages to 

further ensure the interpretive panel reflects her audience’s needs and attitudes. 

Will is quite worried about his students’ attitudes because of what he knows of 

their parents’ political leanings (see chapter 5). He hopes that by having students 

consider each other’s perspectives, he can reduce polarization in his classroom.6 

Like Elena, he involves his audience in a collective climate action, although in his 

case, the students develop the plan, whereas Elena approaches her audience with 

her plan in hand. As we proceed, we will continue exploring Elena, Jayla, and 

Will’s approaches in light of research in psychology and climate change com-

munication.
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PART 1 RECAP

Scientists have been studying the effects of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere 

for well over a century. Nearly all scientists agree that human activities are 

causing climate change. Environmental educators, with their close ties to local 

communities and experience teaching about environmental issues, can influ-

ence climate change action at a range of levels, from individual household 

behaviors like reducing energy use to community-scale actions like advocating 

for bike lanes or increasing access to renewable energy options. Although much 

of the U.S. public is aware that climate change is happening, for many climate 

change is not a top concern, and opinions are polarized along political lines. 

Educators can choose from a wide range of outcomes when designing climate 

change programs. Like Elena, Jayla, and Will, they can use their knowledge of 

their audiences’ climate change attitudes to guide program outcomes, content, 

and structure.

Tips for Educators
1. Learn the basics of climate change so you feel confident interpreting the 

science for your audience and can present options for climate action.

2. Learn about your audience’s attitudes and knowledge. Jayla learns about 

her audience through a survey, but you can also use tools like Yale’s Cli-

mate Change Opinion maps1 to find out general opinions in your county.

3. Choose a program outcome that aligns with your strengths and is realis-

tic, given what you know about your audience.
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4. Take comfort in the knowledge that the majority of people in the United 

States believe the climate is changing, even if they disagree on why or 

what should be done. If you work with audiences who are doubtful or 

dismissive, consider adjusting your outcomes to reflect the realities of 

what you can accomplish together. Elena decides to forgo trying to per-

suade John about climate change, yet she still engages him in a climate 

change ecosystem-based adaptation action.



Part 2

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF 
CLIMATE CHANGE

If Elena, Jayla, and Will were interested in digging deeper to understand the 

origins and social contexts of their audiences’ attitudes, they could look to 

environmental psychology research. Over the past two decades, social science 

researchers have explored why the issue of climate change or, indeed, environ-

mental issues in general, fails to drive people to action. One significant finding 

is that a host of psychological processes can contribute to so-called “dragons of 

inaction”1 that hinder individuals and groups from taking climate action. These 

processes are rooted in our identities and the sense of distance that many people 

feel from the issue. Psychology also proposes theories, such as terror manage-

ment and cognitive dissonance, that help explain climate change denial. In the 

absence of understanding of these processes, “increasing climate education is 

unlikely to make a significant contribution to public consensus on the issue.”2 

Further, people differ in their climate-related views depending on their social 

identities—politically conservative, liberal, or a particular ethnicity. Thus, cli-

mate change educators need to understand audiences’ identities and worldviews 

to design programs to reflect the values, attitudes, and experiences audiences 

bring to the program.

In part 2, we explore research on how social identity affects climate change 

attitudes, how the distance from which people perceive climate change impacts 

the way they engage with climate change, and mechanisms that explain climate 

change denial. This research can inform strategies to achieve a suite of climate 

change education outcomes, from climate literacy to self- and collective efficacy 

and promoting positive dialogue.
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IDENTITY

One of the authors of this book, Anne Armstrong, once participated in a two-day 

training session about the impacts of sea level rise on the Eastern Shore of Vir-

ginia. At the start of the training, a man raised his hand and said that he wanted 

to know what was causing sea level rise and that if he knew what was causing it, he 

would have a better idea of how to solve the problem. A local scientist explained 

the links between climate change and sea level rise, but the man did not accept 

his explanation. During the second day of the workshop, after several other pre-

sentations that connected climate change to sea level rise, the man repeated his 

question from the first day, insisting that if someone could just explain the cause 

of the problem to him, we would be better able to come to a conclusion about the 

best solutions. This man was a respected leader in the community, with a degree 

in civil engineering. He was as capable of understanding the science as Anne was, 

and yet they came to vastly different conclusions. What was going on?

Looking at Americans’ lack of climate change understanding, it is tempting to 

conclude that the problem is a deficit in the public’s climate change knowledge. 

In education and communication, this idea falls under what is called the science 

comprehension thesis or information deficit model1—the idea is that the public 

lacks the information scientists have, and once they have it, they will be more 

likely to accept human-caused climate change and support policy change and 

other action2 (table 5.1). This represents a very attractive proposition for com-

municators and educators alike because it is so simple. Unfortunately, research 

suggests that this model is far too simplistic and that additional factors besides 

knowledge influence the decisions that audiences make.3 Although knowledge 
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is certainly a factor in people’s decision to act pro-environmentally (or toward 

climate change solutions), knowledge, like attitude, is not sufficient on its own 

for motivating behavior change.

Identity Theory
Identity plays an important role in how people engage with climate change infor-

mation. Identity is “fundamentally a way of defining, describing, and locating 

oneself.”4 Humans have multiple identities. Environmental educators may be 

familiar with environmental identity, or “a sense of connection to some part of 

the nonhuman natural environment that affects the way we perceive and act 

toward the world; a belief that the environment is important to us and an impor-

tant part of who we are.”5 Environmental identity can be a type of personal iden-

tity, connected to someone’s sense of who they are as an individual. It can also 

be a type of social identity that encompasses how people position themselves in 

relation to others.6 This section will focus primarily on different types of social 

identities and their association with climate change attitudes and behaviors.

Social identity represents one lens through which researchers have investigated 

attitudes toward and engagement with climate change information. As social ani-

mals, our identity is derived in part from the groups to which we belong.7 Group 

memberships range from those that are largely determined, such as citizenship 

or ethnicity, to those that reflect individuals’ values, interests, and skills (e.g., 

environmental educator, birder, Democrat). The norms, or expectations, of the 

groups we belong to influence our attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors. Moreover, 

although we typically think about identities as stable, research suggests that iden-

tities are dynamic; any one of our different identities can become activated or 

“salient,” and guide our behaviors in response to social and situational cues.8 

Environmental educators, for example, may feel pressured to use a reusable water 

bottle or coffee mug because they perceive this behavior as normative within the 

group that defines their social identity—this may be especially true in contexts 

that cue this identity, such as attending an environmental education conference.

Social identity can affect the way people process information. In contrast 

to the science comprehension thesis, which suggests that people learn and act 

on facts, people often interpret new information in ways that align with and 

reinforce their group commitments. This process is known as motivated rea-

soning9 (table 5.1). Motivated reasoning affects which information people con-

sider as they think about a given issue and how they use that information to 

make judgments or draw conclusions.10 Thus, someone who is alarmed about 

climate change and someone who dismisses climate change can attend the same 
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TABLE 5.1 Theories about how people assess climate change information

THEORY EXPLANATION

Science comprehension thesis Conclusions drawn based on information. Climate change 
information leads to climate change action.

Motivated reasoning Conclusions drawn based on what you want the conclusions 
to be. Motivated by previous knowledge, values, and 
beliefs.

Identity protective cognition A type of motivated reasoning. Conclusions drawn based on 
what you want the conclusions to be so as to be consistent 
with your peers and your social group.

climate-related program, yet they hear different things and come away with very 

different conclusions, based in part on their preexisting ideas and related group 

commitments and social identities.11

Identity protective cognition is a type of motivated reasoning (table 5.1). 

When identity protective cognition is activated, people avoid beliefs that might 

alienate them from their chosen group as a means of protecting their sense of 

self. While denying that climate change exists might seem irrational to some 

people in the context of scientific consensus, it may be a perfectly rational con-

clusion from a social identity perspective if your peers and your group also deny 

climate change.12 During Elena’s meeting (see chapter 4), John seems to ignore 

the evidence presented by Elena based in part on his perception of alarmism 

from the media and liberal politicians. This is an example of identity protec-

tive cognition—John doesn’t believe the facts that might alienate him from his 

conservative identity. In Will’s class, some students remain skeptical after hav-

ing participated in classroom activities, suggesting that something other than an 

information deficit, perhaps their social identity as members of a conservative 

family or church, is keeping them from engaging fully in the topic.

Motivated reasoning and identity protective cognition can each contribute 

to confirmation bias, in which people look for information that confirms what 

they already know or think, leading them to dismiss ideas that might require them 

to change their behavior.13 In Elena’s case, John’s personal experience with cold 

weather confirmed his view that climate change was made up and disconfirmed 

Elena’s explanation of climate change. In a polarized media environment rife with 

opportunities for selective exposure—for instance, in which conservatives watch 

Fox News and liberals watch MSNBC—each faction is exposed to information that 

is likely to confirm and bolster its preexisting beliefs.14 In this way, viewers of Fox 

News and MSNBC may consider themselves just as knowledgeable about climate 

change, but this knowledge may lead the two groups to very different conclusions.
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Identity and Climate Change Research
Identity protective cognition related to climate change has been closely linked 

to political affiliation.15 When faced with the same information about climate 

change, Republicans and Democrats polarize on their willingness to support cli-

mate policy.16 One study demonstrated that Republicans with higher education 

were less likely to say they were concerned about climate change. In contrast, 

education was positively correlated with climate change concern among Demo-

crats.17 The study suggests that, in addition to providing individuals with greater 

knowledge about climate change, education gives people access to a wider set 

of information that can be used to argue for or against the problem’s existence 

or urgency in a motivated fashion that reinforces a social identity like politi-

cal affiliation. Another study compared people’s science literacy with their belief 

in climate change and found a similar trend. For conservatives, higher levels of 

science literacy were negatively correlated with belief in climate change; for lib-

erals, however, higher levels of science literacy were positively correlated with 

belief in climate change. When opinion surveys ask people if they “believe” in 

climate change, their answer may say more about their values and their social 

identity than their knowledge of climate science. Importantly, whereas much of 

the research on motivated reasoning in the context of climate change has focused 

on the biased interpretation of information among Republicans and conserva-

tives compared to Democrats and liberals, recent evidence suggests that partisans 

on both sides are prone to engage in motivated reasoning about climate science.18

Will’s climate change lessons triggered some students to express their identi-

ties as climate change skeptics, and they sulked through his presentation. Whereas 

Jayla works mostly with visitors who believe in climate change, Elena and Will are 

challenged to handle identity-protective cognition during their programs. Elena 

seeks to find common ground with her audience by drawing attention to their 

shared sense of town identity and heritage and by emphasizing the co-benefits 

associated with her shoreline project. Co-benefits are the non-climate related 

benefits that arise from climate adaptation and mitigation projects. A co-benefit 

of Elena’s project is reduced erosion risk. Will assumes his students’ parents have 

distinct political identities that would make them opposed to his teaching cli-

mate change in the classroom. Will chooses an activity that requires students to 

reflect on their own and their peers’ attitudes toward climate change, which could 

assist in moderating extreme attitudes.

Although political orientation is a strong predictor of climate change belief 

in the United States,19 the influence of social identity on climate change views 

goes beyond political affiliation.20 Racial and ethnic identity also predicts cli-

mate change attitudes and risk perceptions, and some studies have found that  
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members of racial and ethnic (nonwhite) minority groups in the United States 

report higher levels of environmental concern and support for climate change 

policies relative to whites. When it comes to climate change, examining the inter-

action of political and racial/ethnic identity has revealed a more nuanced view 

of the factors that predict climate change attitudes in the United States, as sur-

vey data suggest that political orientation is a weaker predictor of public opinion 

on climate change among nonwhite minorities than among whites. This weaker 

association may be attributable, in part, to different levels of experience with envi-

ronmental impacts across groups, given that minorities are disproportionately 

affected by environmental pollution and negative climate change impacts.21 For 

example, anthropologists documenting climate change adaptation priorities in 

two African-American communities on Maryland’s Eastern Shore that are vulner-

able to sea-level rise faced no political opposition to their informational sessions 

on climate change science.22 The overall population in the counties in which these 

communities are located, however, exhibit lower-than-average rates of acceptance 

of anthropogenic climate change.23 There is, in fact, a documented “white male 

effect” in risk communication literature whereby white males view environmental 

risks like climate change as less important than do white women and minorities.24

These results have important implications for environmental educators. They 

point to the complex ways in which social factors shape how people engage with 

climate change as a uniquely global problem, one that has asymmetric causes 

and impacts across groups and that will require unprecedented cooperation both 

within and between nations—features with potentially rich implications that 

psychologists are only beginning to address.25 Programs and messages that con-

sider climate-related injustices faced by minorities and other groups will likely 

fare better than those that deal with climate change impacts in the aggregate.26 

Mainstream environmental organizations lack ethnic diversity throughout their 

ranks and do not often collaborate with ethnic minority or low-income organi-

zations.27 High minority participation in community gardening and environ-

mental justice organizations28 points to possibilities for building stronger and 

more diverse coalitions around climate change.

Identity and Climate Change Education
Climate change education is certainly not immune to the effects of identity on 

students and teachers and is subject to outside pressure from lobbying groups. 

In 2017, the Heartland Institute sent tens of thousands of science teachers its 

book, Why Scientists Disagree about Global Warming, and an accompanying DVD 

questioning the scientific consensus on climate change.29 Classroom teachers like 
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Will can find it challenging to overcome the effects of identity-based cognition in 

the classroom.30 However, some good news is emerging from research on climate 

change education and identity.

Although past research on identity and environmental education centered 

primarily on environmental identity,31 a new body of research exploring social 

identity and climate change is emerging. A study in North Carolina revealed that 

high school students are less influenced by political polarization than adults are, 

and that increased climate knowledge correlated with increased acceptance of 

anthropogenic climate change regardless of political leanings. The researchers 

suggest that one reason for this difference is that high school students may hold 

less entrenched worldviews and values than adults.32 Researchers have also found 

that identity does not appear to drive the perception of climate change risk for 

nonhuman life. High school students in one study relied on mental shortcuts, 

or heuristics, to assess climate change risk to human society, and these shortcuts 

were determined in part by their political affiliation. When they assessed risk to 

wildlife, however, they relied on their knowledge of climate change.33

Bottom Line for Educators
Acknowledging the role of identity in climate change attitudes and behaviors can 

help environmental educators in program planning, including developing suit-

able outcomes and tailoring messages for particular audiences. Environmental 

educators can key into particular social identities and connect climate change 

to these identities. They also may focus on “superordinate” identities, such as 

“coastal Virginian,” that cross political identity,34 and choose outcomes, like 

replanting marshes, that appeal to all regardless of political identity. Jayla’s draft 

exhibit may appeal to her visitors’ environmental identity, but her focus group 

participants suggest that, given the typical visitors’ strong environmental identity, 

she could go further and include climate actions. Younger audiences may provide 

a window of opportunity for instilling positive climate change behaviors and 

attitudes, as their worldviews are not yet as entrenched as those of adults. Staunch 

climate change skeptics may be unlikely to change their opinions in part because 

climate change skepticism is linked to their identity.35 Environmental educators 

may want to expend less energy trying to convince skeptics that climate change 

exists and more energy working with people who accept and are concerned about 

anthropogenic climate change but need assistance in deciding how to act on their 

concern. If educators work with climate change skeptics, they may want to take 

Elena’s approach: find areas of common ground that enable both groups to work 

toward solutions even as they disagree on causes of the problem.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTANCE

Personal relevance is a keystone of environmental education, as well as a determi-

nant of learner outcomes in climate change education programs.1 One method of 

increasing relevance is to underline how climate change impacts local people and  

places—to make a global phenomenon a local phenomenon. Elena, Jayla, and  

Will employ place-based approaches, rooting their programs in local places  

and phenomena as part of their attempt to make climate change relevant to their 

audiences. Elena talks about climate change in terms of impacts to her town, 

while Jayla emphasizes climate change impacts to local native plant species. Will 

uses a Kentucky supplement to the Southeastern Forests and Climate Change 

module and works with students to develop a local, collective action plan so he 

can enhance the local relevance of his program.2

Research suggests that people in the United States tend to view climate change 

as a distant problem. They consider it to be temporally, spatially, and socially 

removed from the here and now, and to be uncertain at multiple levels.3 People 

perceive climate change as something that will impact future generations and 

that threatens other regions far away.4 Scientists are actively studying the effects 

of this “psychological distance” on climate change attitudes and policy sup-

port, and engagement or personal connection with the issue of climate change 

expressed as caring, motivation, willingness to act, and action itself.5

The idea of psychological distance lies at the core of construal-level theory.6 

Construal-level theory holds that psychological distance affects how people men-

tally represent, or construe, objects and events. People’s construal, in turn, has 

important implications for how they use information in everyday judgment and 
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decision making.7 The theory posits that as events are perceived as psychologi-

cally closer (more proximal), they give rise to mental representations (constru-

als) that are more concrete, more detailed, vivid, and contextualized. Likewise, as 

events are perceived as psychologically farther away (more distal), they give rise 

to mental representations that are more abstract.8 For example, climate change 

impacts, such as drought or sea level rise, may be psychologically close for some 

but psychologically distant for others. Those living in towns especially vulner-

able to these impacts may construe them in highly concrete ways—for instance, 

by imagining the feeling of parched grass crunching under their feet or lifting 

sandbags alongside their neighbors to construct makeshift levees. Those living 

far from these threats may think about them much less vividly.

One might assume that making climate change psychologically close, and 

therefore concrete, would enhance concern or the likelihood that someone 

would take climate action. Yet studies examining how distance affects people’s 

engagement with climate change and their willingness to commit to action have 

yielded mixed results. A 2005 U.S. study found moderate levels of public con-

cern, which was “driven primarily by the perception of danger to geographically 

and temporally distant people, places, and nonhuman nature.”9 Similarly, in a 

study conducted in the UK, researchers found that people were more concerned 

about the impacts of climate change on distant places. They also found, however, 

that messages about local impacts resulted in participants having more positive 

attitudes toward climate change mitigation.10 These conflicting results might be 

explained by another factor, such as how attached one is to one’s local place. 

A British Columbia study revealed that people who received messages about local 

climate change impacts and had higher levels of local place attachment reported 

higher levels of climate change engagement.11

Psychological distance also includes the distance that someone feels toward 

another person or toward society (social distance), a feeling that can interact 

with social and political identities. Emotions like compassion can play a role in 

decreasing this type of psychological distance.12 In one study, using compassion 

appeals that asked people to imagine the experience of a child suffering from 

malnutrition because of drought increased conservatives’ and moderates’ com-

passion for others suffering from climate change impacts and, in turn, increased 

policy support for climate change action. Compassion appeals were less effective 

at increasing policy support among liberals, who already reported high levels of 

support.13 Another study looked at how messages that portrayed victims of cli-

mate change impacts as living closer or farther away from study subjects affected 

support for mitigation policy, based on political party. While Democrats’ sup-

port for mitigation policy increased when the victims were geographically distant 

from them, Republicans’ support decreased when the victims were geographically 
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distant and increased when the victims were geographically close but temporally 

distant. Results like these imply that effective messaging for conservatives might 

include highlighting future, local impacts.14

These mixed results of studies of psychological distance of climate change 

highlight the complex ways in which people process climate change informa-

tion. They also suggest that although psychological distance research can inform 

education programs, simply including local impacts and other locally relevant 

information will not be a silver bullet to achieving outcomes like climate-friendly 

behavior.15 Perhaps future research examining the interaction of distance with 

other factors will help to clarify these relationships.

Bottom Line for Educators
How to best apply research in psychological distance in environmental education 

is unclear, as the psychological distance research does not necessarily suggest that 

local is always best. For example, conservative audiences may be more likely to 

respond to messages that integrate compassion,16 local area, and distant future.17 

Jayla combines a discussion of local and more regional climate change impacts, 

although her focus group wishes she would be even more specific about local 

impacts and action opportunities. Just as attitudes are important but not suffi-

cient for motivating climate change action, personal relevance achieved through 

grounding climate change in local settings may be a piece of a larger climate 

change messaging puzzle. Drawing on people’s sense of compassion for human 

victims of climate change impacts could increase concern for climate change in 

conservative audiences, whereas highlighting the local environment and local 

communities could help make climate change a more salient topic for audiences 

who have high levels of place attachment.
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OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES

Psychological denial mechanisms, like terror management theory and cogni-

tive dissonance, add to our understanding of the psychology of climate change 

communication. Together with identity (chapter 5) and psychological distance 

(chapter 6), these denial mechanisms round out our section on psychology.

Terror Management Theory
In the fall of 2017, author Anne Armstrong facilitated an online course called “Cli-

mate Change Science, Communication, and Action.” Part of her work involved 

managing a Facebook group with fifteen hundred participants, many of whom 

posted alarming climate-related articles daily. By the end of the three weeks, Anne 

found herself so overwhelmed by the volume of apocalyptic climate change news 

that at one point she decided she might as well give up and just live life according 

to perceived U.S. norms—drive her car everywhere, forget about shortening her 

showers, and abandon feeling guilty about the energy she used washing her little 

girl’s cloth diapers (and indeed, about having made the decision to have a child at 

all). In response to the “emotional labor” required to uphold a façade of hope and 

positive energy,1 and to real fear about the future, Anne had put up an emotional 

defense system to manage her fear of climate change.

According to terror management theory, we spend our lives trying to sur-

vive and yet are faced with the persistent realization that we will eventually die. 

Because of this awareness of our inevitable mortality, when confronted with 
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thoughts about death we engage in psychological defenses to ward off what could 

otherwise be a crippling “mortality salience.” Climate change may provoke these 

psychological defense systems.2 To counter the mortality salience that thinking 

about climate change evokes, people may focus on how unlikely it is that strong 

storm events or other climate change impacts will affect them and engage in 

“ego-protective processes,” such as telling themselves it is highly improbable that 

such a storm would hit where they live. As news of deadly hurricanes, wildfires, 

tornadoes, and flooding, and their connection to climate change, becomes more 

common, such defensive processes may encourage irrational beliefs and behav-

iors that are, on their surface, seemingly unrelated to death. These beliefs and 

behaviors relate to reaffirming our sense of significance in the world. They can 

include bolstering our self-esteem by adhering more strongly to cultural sym-

bols and group values.3 For example, after reading about climate change threats, 

survey respondents from Austria reported that their intentions to engage in 

pro-environmental behavior decreased while their ethnocentrism increased.4 

Other self-esteem-bolstering behaviors in response to frightening climate mes-

sages could include the purchase of items like SUVs, which symbolize safety, 

stability, and success.5

Environmental education can provide alternative means to enhance self- 

esteem, such as stewardship activities that build self-efficacy.6 Elena, Jayla, and 

Will try to moderate their audiences’ fear responses by balancing descriptions of 

climate change threats with opportunities for action. In particular, Elena’s and 

Will’s stewardship projects provide opportunities for community building that 

help bolster people’s self- and collective efficacy.

Cognitive Dissonance Theory
Cognitive dissonance theory suggests another means by which people might 

deny climate change or fail to engage in climate-friendly actions. According 

to this theory, individuals attempt to reduce negative feelings that accompany 

inconsistent (dissonant) attitudes and behaviors by changing either the behav-

ior or the attitude, or by denying that any conflict exists.7 Someone who holds 

pro-environmental values and flies frequently for work might feel an uncom-

fortable tension (called “dissonance”) when thinking about her large carbon 

footprint, a tension she is motivated to reduce. To reduce this dissonance, she 

may commit to fly less and buy carbon offsets. Alternatively, she may relax her 

pro-environmental standards and even justify her behavior by denying that emis-

sions are problematic or by telling herself that paying the bills and supporting 

her family are more important. As Per Espen Stoknes writes in his book What 
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We Think about When We Try Not to Think about Global Warming, “For my own 

part, I feel dissonance each time I fly. I still do it, though. It doesn’t help much 

that I use my electric bike as much as I can when home. My own solution is to 

buy four times the amount of carbon quotas that I fly for, from the EU trading 

system. If I want to participate in our current society . . . I’ll have to endure some 

inner dissonance.”8

One way to combat cognitive dissonance is to provide audiences with actions 

they can take promptly and easily (see chapter 8). Stoknes purchases car-

bon quotas, but environmental educators have the capacity to involve people 

in actions directly through their programming. Each of the educators in the 

vignettes provides opportunities or examples of easily accessible mitigation and 

ecosystem-based adaptation actions. Elena runs a volunteer shoreline restoration 

program; Jayla’s focus group suggests she link her exhibit to the center’s rain bar-

rel education program; and Will builds a tree-planting program into his climate 

change curriculum.

Bottom Line for Educators
Climate change programs risk activating people’s terror management responses 

if they portray the issue as doom and gloom. Instead, educators should priori-

tize programs that inspire hope and help build participants’ confidence in their 

capacity to be part of feasible climate solutions. Easy-to-implement actions that 

audiences can take on a daily basis, like biking, walking, or taking public trans-

portation more often, may help reduce the cognitive dissonance that many feel 

when using energy and resources.
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PART 2 RECAP

In this section, we examined four psychological processes that govern reactions 

to and engagement with climate change information. Social identity interacts 

with cognitive processes like motivated reasoning and identity protective cogni-

tion, leading people to draw conclusions that support their identity and to avoid 

those that threaten that identity. Psychological distance is an active topic of inves-

tigation in climate change communication and psychology research. However, 

because researchers have found mixed results, we suggest being on the lookout 

for new research, considering factors such as place attachment that may interact 

with messages emphasizing local and global distance, and paying close attention 

to what resonates with your particular audience. Terror management theory sug-

gests that we deal with our awareness of our own demise by denying it or by seek-

ing to bolster our self-esteem through adherence to cultural values and symbols, 

which may not help address climate change. Cognitive dissonance theory offers a 

perspective on the psychological gymnastics people do to deal with inconsisten-

cies in their knowledge about climate change and their behavior.

Tips for Educators
1. Before developing a new climate change program, do the legwork to 

understand your potential audiences’ attitudes toward climate change  

and the relevant social identities that may come into play when you dis-

cuss climate change. The National Audubon Society’s Tools of  
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Engagement: A Toolkit for Engaging People in Conservation1 and the North 

American Association for Environmental Education’s Guidelines for 

Excellence: Nonformal EE Programs2 are open-access resources that pro-

vide information on how to conduct audience assessments.

2. Whether messages about local impacts or about distant impacts will be 

more effective in achieving your climate change education outcomes 

varies. Choose message types that seem to resonate with your particular 

audience.

3. Use human stories to build compassion by asking audiences to put them-

selves in the shoes of people experiencing climate change impacts.

4. To avoid terror management responses, keep your messages hopeful and 

solutions-based.

5. Giving examples of easily adopted actions that audiences can participate 

in may help reduce cognitive dissonance.



Part 3

COMMUNICATION

Have you ever had a teacher who explained a fact to you in such an interesting 

way that you’ve never forgotten it? Perhaps you can still quote the exact words 

the teacher used to describe the phenomenon. Precise, well-crafted language that 

frames the message with the audience in mind, employs compelling metaphors, 

and comes from a trusted source helps audiences to understand concepts. Edu-

cators can use what they know about their audiences to inform their language 

choice and overall program organization, which in turn may facilitate achieving 

their outcomes. This part summarizes research on climate change communi-

cation and helps educators apply that research to their education programs. We 

focus on aspects of climate change messages, including framing (chapter 8) and 

metaphors (chapter 9), and on the messenger who delivers the message (chap-

ter 10). We continue weaving in examples from Elena’s, Jayla’s, and Will’s stories 

to illustrate applications to environmental education. 
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FRAMING CLIMATE CHANGE

“Framing” refers to how communicators use features of a message to evoke ideas 

and ways of thinking that audiences use to interpret that message.1 Frames make 

different ideas more noticeable or important, or what communication research-

ers refer to as “salient.” This in turn can affect how audiences assess information. 

In this chapter, we focus on emphasizing aspects of a message, including appeals 

that draw on an audience’s preexisting knowledge, to guide their understand-

ing. We can think of frames as “interpretive storylines that set a specific train of 

thought in motion, communicating why an issue might be a problem, who or 

what might be responsible for it, and what should be done about it.”2 As envi-

ronmental educators, we frame the information that we share using a variety of 

strategies.

Communication researchers distinguish between two broad categories of 

frames: equivalency frames and emphasis frames. Both kinds of frames link con-

cepts together, assisting the reader in recalling and interpreting ideas.3 Emphasis 

frames use specific words to appeal to particular areas of an audience’s knowl-

edge or interest.4 Take the statement “warmer temperatures are causing changes 

around the world, such as melting glaciers and stronger storms.”5 This statement 

frames climate change impacts as global, occurring “around the world,” and as 

affecting natural features and systems like glaciers and weather. Let’s contrast that 

with another statement about climate change and weather: “Do you live in the 

Northeast? You’ve experienced the very biggest rainstorms getting 70 percent big-

ger in the last 55 years.”6 This statement frames climate change impacts as local 

to the Northeast and as highly personal to the reader—perhaps as a means of 
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making the message feel psychologically close. These different frames are likely to 

activate different thoughts or even different mental models people use to inter-

pret the information.7 Framing the statement about weather and climate in terms 

of the Northeast may activate an audience’s mental representations of what it’s 

like to live in the Northeast, whereas the mention of big rainstorms can evoke 

stored knowledge and memories of previous experiences with major precipita-

tion events.

Like emphasis frames, equivalency frames draw attention to certain aspects of 

a story. Equivalency frames present logically equivalent information but empha-

size one part of the information to affect preferences.8 A familiar example comes 

from the meat counter at the grocery store, where meat packages labeled as 

“80 percent lean” outnumber (and presumably outsell) meat labeled “20 percent 

fat.” Because people evaluate statements based on what is emphasized, they are 

inclined to view the same information in a more positive light when it deempha-

sizes fat content.9 In the context of climate change, the statement “97 percent of 

scientists agree that global climate change is happening” could be equivalently 

phrased as “3 percent of scientists do not agree that global climate change is hap-

pening.” While the statements may be equivalent in a logical or mathematical 

sense, they emphasize different things—the first statement emphasizes consen-

sus, whereas the second emphasizes contention—which carries implications for 

how audiences will process the message.10 Consensus frames have been shown to 

increase people’s acceptance of anthropogenic climate change,11 and the “97 per-

cent” frame better underlines scientific consensus on climate change.

Framing is ubiquitous in everyday communication and an active area of 

research across the social sciences, including in communication, political science, 

psychology, and behavioral economics. A good source for framing information is 

the National Network for Ocean and Climate Change Interpretation (NNOCCI), 

which draws on this research and research conducted by the FrameWorks Insti-

tute to provide guidance for climate change educators on how to frame their 

programs. Below we cover research on frames used in climate change communi-

cation, including framing around identities, and for hope, self-efficacy, solutions, 

values, and particular audiences. We also discuss how to apply this research to 

environmental education.

Frames Used to Communicate about  
Climate Change
Most adults learn about climate change and other scientific issues from the media. 

Thus, examining media frames can help shed light on whether and how the public 

chooses to act to address climate change.12 The media (and many environmental 
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groups) use predominantly negative, doomsday scenarios when framing climate 

change (table 8.1). They also provide few practical and effective actions for the 

audience to take, which may lead audiences to tune out the message—a prob-

lematic outcome for communicators and educators.13 Frames may emphasize 

the economic risks or benefits of climate change or present climate change as a 

moral or ethical issue. Other frames emphasize scientific uncertainty or under-

score the scientific consensus surrounding climate change impacts. Doomsday 

scenarios might help to gain the public’s attention, but without clear solutions 

that audiences can implement, appeals to fear often fail to inspire action. In an 

attempt to adhere to the journalistic norm of balanced coverage, the media have 

also been criticized for giving equivalent voice to climate skeptics and framing 

climate change in terms of debate, controversy, and uncertainty, thus adding to 

the public’s perception of a lack of scientific consensus.14

Studies of framing in climate change education provide insight into students’ 

reactions to frames and how educators use frames (table 8.2). A German study 

found that undergraduate students who read sensationally framed information 

about climate change exhibited higher levels of knowledge retention than did 

students who read neutral information.20 The sensational frame also increased 

student perception of climate change risk, and in turn led to stronger negative 

emotions toward climate change. However, terror management theory (see chap-

ter 7) would predict that the negative emotions elicited by the sensational frames 

might hinder students’ willingness to act on climate change. A study of how U.S. 

environmental educators use climate change communication research in their 

practice found that most educators use local frames, focus on solutions as a way 

of inspiring hope in their audiences, and view science frames as aids in maintain-

ing political neutrality.21 Finally, a study in California found that science teachers 

predominantly use scientific and global frames to discuss climate change (see 

table 8.2).22 Although the researchers did not test the effectiveness of different 

TABLE 8.1 Common climate change frames and examples from the media, 
adapted from Matthew Nisbet, “Communicating Climate Change”

FRAMES EXAMPLES FROM MEDIA HEADLINES

Economic development and 
competitiveness

“Climate Change Will Be an Economic Disaster for Rich 
and Poor, New Study Says”15

“Gambling the World Economy on Climate: The 
Emission-Cut Pledges Will Cost $1 Trillion a Year and 
Avert Warming of Less Than One Degree by 2100”16

Scientific and technical uncertainty “Climate Science Is Not Settled”17

Doomsday, tipping point “Climate Catastrophe Will Hit Tropics around 2020, Rest 
of World around 2047, Study Says”18

Morality and ethics “Is the Environment a Moral Cause?”19
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frames, they suggested based on previous literature that including the human 

side of the issue may be more effective than science frames at activating the emo-

tions that drive action.23

TABLE 8.2 Climate change frames used in environmental education programs, 
adapted from K. C. Busch, “Polar Bears or People?” and Anne Armstrong, “Climate 
Change Communication in Environmental Education”

FRAME CATEGORIES EXAMPLES

Global impacts Warmer temperatures are causing other changes around the world, 
such as melting glaciers and stronger storms.24

Local/proximal Addressing climate change in ways that the audience has actually 
seen—more insect outbreaks, devastating wildfires, and how 
forests are being managed.25

Science based Average global sea temperature has been rising gradually over several 
decades, 0.7°C in the past thirty years alone, which is generally 
believed among the scientific community to be due to global 
warming.26

Human-impacts based Climate-related changes can make it difficult for Inuit hunters to reach 
the places where they hunt.27

Collective solutions Pointing out things that are going on right now that people are doing; 
for instance, in our county, many businesses and organizations have 
actually have been very successful promoting renewable energy.28

Individual solutions Deforestation to plant palm plantations adds to climate change, so 
make sure to buy products labeled with “Roundtable of Sustainable 
Palm Oil (RSPO)” and help promote sustainable palm production.29

Framing with Audience Identities in Mind
Although subtle differences in wording may seem trivial, they can have important 

effects on how people process climate change information. For instance, research 

suggests that the public responds differently to the labels “global warming” and 

“climate change.”30 Survey experiments conducted in the United States find that 

the public reports greater belief in the existence of “climate change” as compared 

to “global warming,” an effect that is especially pronounced among Republicans 

and conservatives.31 U.S. conservatives also have been found to associate more 

heat-related climate impacts with “global warming” than with “climate change,” 

whereas liberals associate impacts with both phrases equally.32 Another study 

further demonstrated that the use of the term “global warming” reduced Repub-

licans’ but not Democrats’ belief in climate change and weakened both groups’ 

perception of scientific consensus.33 Not only does choosing one phrase over 

the other affect an audience’s interpretation based on their social identity; the 
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phrases themselves are not scientifically interchangeable. Global warming is the 

rise in average global-level land, air, and water temperature, and climate change 

results from these warming temperatures.

Religion and morality have recently received attention as possible focal points 

of climate change messaging. Although some research suggests that climate 

change fails to activate our moral judgment,34 following Pope Francis’s release 

of his climate change encyclical, Laudato Si, Americans were more likely to con-

sider climate change a moral or ethical issue.35 Additional research suggests that 

even brief exposure to a picture of the pope and a statement about his views on 

climate change increased the likelihood of regarding climate change as a moral 

issue among Democrats and Republicans.36 This finding implies the pope may be 

a figure who bridges political boundaries, although in another study, conserva-

tives who were aware of the papal encyclical were less likely than liberals to view 

the Pope as a credible source of climate change information.37 Religious frames 

may offer environmental educators new modes of communicating about climate 

change and may open opportunities for organizational partnerships.38 Educators 

interested in developing programs around faith may want to connect with local 

faith leaders who are trusted sources of information and values.

Environmental educators appeal to their audiences’ regional, professional, 

and interest group identities through framing.39 Educators who trained foresters 

using Project Learning Tree’s Southeastern Forests and Climate Change framed 

climate change around impacts to forest health in their region, whereas educators 

working with municipal leaders appealed to climate change action as preserving 

quality of life in the community. An educator working with bird-watchers framed 

climate change in terms of the impacts on the birds that her audiences love. 

Another educator appealed to his audience’s religious identities by creating a skit 

that framed climate change action around the idea that God wanted humans to 

be good stewards of the earth. Recognizing social identities is an important part 

of “knowing your audience” and an important strategy for developing suitable 

program language and content.

Framing for Solutions
Framing climate change solutions is as important as framing information about 

climate science and impacts. When the media do present solutions, the solu-

tions rarely match the scale of climate change as a global and intergenerational 

issue. The problem with this approach is “that it easily lapses into ‘wallpaper’— 

the domestic, the routine, the boring and the too-easily ignorable. It can be 

lacking in energy and may not feel compelling. It is often placed alongside 
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alarmism—typified by headlines like ‘20 things you can do to save the planet 

from destruction.’ ”40 Solutions that do not appear to match the significance of 

the threat can deplete people’s sense of “response efficacy,” or their perception 

of whether recommended actions will address the problem. As climate change 

presents threats at different scales, educators who do focus on the global scale 

would want to offer suggestions for how to link to global action. Similarly, educa-

tors highlighting local climate change impacts can focus on local climate change 

actions.

Although individual behaviors are certainly important and have the potential 

to substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions,41 collective actions may feel 

more appropriate given the scale of the problem. One way to bridge individual 

and collective actions is for audiences to share their individual actions through 

social networks—helping to make that action part of a collective movement.42 

Returning to our vignettes, Jayla takes this approach and recommends that visi-

tors support local renewable energy initiatives in their city—an individual action 

that, if performed by many, will promote renewable over fossil fuel energy at a 

regional level. Will and Elena both plan collective stewardship actions, while Jayla 

includes suggestions for collective action in her exhibit. Will’s students plan a 

tree-planting program, and Elena recruits a group of volunteers to create a living 

shoreline.

Citizen scientists in one study exhibited increased interest in a carbon foot-

print activity when they read messages that were framed in terms of collective 

action.43 As an example of this in practice, NNOCCI trains educators to highlight 

community-level solutions in their programs, like joining community renew-

able energy collectives or working within their communities to enhance bike 

transportation. Research suggests that successful campaigns for individual or 

household-level climate action also include a social dimension in the form of 

marketing through social networks—making the individual who takes action 

feel like part of a collective movement.44

Framing for Self-Efficacy and Hope
NNOCCI educators cited community-level solutions as a means of providing 

their audiences with hope.45 Feelings of hope, along with self-efficacy, are related 

to willingness to engage with climate change information.46

Self-efficacy is a “foundation for [environmental] action” because it “contrib-

utes to a sense of self-worth and resolve necessary to set and reach challenging 

goals.”47 Communication researchers have tied self-efficacy to climate change 
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action. People feel a greater sense of self-efficacy and believe their actions will 

decrease climate change impacts if they receive messages that frame climate 

change in terms of what they gain from action versus what they lose from inac-

tion (e.g., “If we act, we can mitigate climate change impacts,” versus “if we don’t 

act, we won’t be able to mitigate change impacts.”). In short, more positive state-

ments may better promote self-efficacy.48

Whereas self-efficacy is the expectancy that you can meet a goal, hope involves 

not only the expectancy but the ways in which to achieve the goal.49 Hope consists 

of goals (what we want to happen), pathway thinking (our ability to figure out 

how to meet those goals), and agency thinking (motivation to use those path-

ways).50 Sources of hope for Swedish and U.S. high school students include trust 

in themselves as individuals, trust in others, and positive reappraisal (cognitively 

reframing something as more positive).51 High school students in North Carolina 

were more likely to engage in pro-environmental behavior if they were hope-

ful about climate change solutions.52 For Swedish teenagers and young adults, 

hope in one’s own and others’ ability to meet the challenges of climate change 

predicted higher rates of energy conservation. Other emotions like worry may 

interact with hope to promote behavior. For example, among Swedish adults, 

hope predicted environmental behaviors like recycling, but only for people who 

were worried about climate change.53

How does one frame for hope? In addition to focusing on positive, solutions- 

based messaging, educators may want to consider framing climate change in 

terms of public health. Communication researchers tested the effects of framing 

climate change in terms of public health, national security, and risks to the envi-

ronment on emotions including hope and anger. Authors connected climate 

change actions, like redesigning cities for safer foot and bike travel and public 

transportation, to reductions in traffic injuries. They also linked these actions to 

the benefits of increased physical activity and to the accompanying reductions 

in carbon emissions. The health frames evoked the most hope among politi-

cal independents and conservatives. Moreover, conservatives and independents 

were more likely to support climate change mitigation when they read about 

climate change in terms of public health.54 These findings suggest that some 

segments of the public may find health a more approachable, tangible subject 

than climate science, thus eliciting more hopeful feelings and inspiring climate 

action.55 Framing environmental concerns around public health may be famil-

iar to some environmental educators. For example, Project WET incorporates 

public health into watershed lessons, such as learning about hand-washing or 

solving a mystery about the origins of a cholera epidemic in nineteenth-century 

London.56
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Framing for Values
Researchers have explored which values influence climate-friendly behavior, and 

environmental groups have started promoting values-based messaging as a way 

of targeting particular audiences.57 Values play a role in defining social identities, 

such as political or religious identities, and can be another piece of the puzzle 

that explains climate change attitudes.58 Values serve as guiding principles in our 

lives; they can be acquired through interactions with social groups and through 

individual experiences.59 Some examples of values that we hear about in day-to-

day conversation include family values or environmental values. Three types of 

values, altruistic (focus on the welfare of other people), biospheric (focus on the 

welfare of the environment), and egoistic (focus on oneself), have been used 

to help explain pro-environmental behaviors.60 You might join a community 

renewable-energy collective for a variety of reasons that correspond to any one of 

these values; for example, you might perceive joining the collective to be the most 

affordable option (egoistic), believe that renewables help mitigate climate change 

impacts on human communities (altruistic), or you might see climate change 

mitigation as a way of minimizing impacts on the environment (biospheric).

Early in the climate change movement, groups tailored their messages to the 

pro-environmental values that their members held, focusing on “save the earth” 

messages or biospheric values.61 Intuitively, you might expect biospheric or altru-

istic values to be especially predictive of environmental behavior, but research 

findings are mixed. A study conducted in the UK identified altruistic values (in 

particular, values related to social justice) as stronger motivators of low-carbon 

behavior than biospheric values.62 Research involving residents from Michi-

gan and Virginia found that altruistic values, along with traditional and family 

values like honoring one’s parents or showing respect, correlated with support 

for climate change mitigation policies.63 Some researchers argue that seemingly 

altruistic acts may actually be motivated by self-interest alongside altruism.64 As 

opposed to selfishness, or operating without concern for others, self-interest is 

about taking care of your needs so you can continue to function and achieve 

a sense of happiness. Happiness can be tied to a variety of outcomes, includ-

ing seeing others succeed and environmental improvement. When Elena says, 

“We all want to protect this area,” she appeals to town members’ altruism and 

self-interest.

Framing that appeals to strongly held values can provide a shortcut for audi-

ences as they judge how and whether information is relevant to them.65 A study 

of forest landowners tested four different videos framed around stewardship (a 

biospheric value) and timber (an egoistic value). When viewers’ values aligned 

with the particular frames in the videos, they reported liking the video, trusting 
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the messenger in the video, and they registered higher rates of intending to take 

forest stewardship actions and actions to address climate change.66 Other research 

suggests that framing pro-environmental appeals to resonate with national-level 

cultural values can bolster environmental engagement, as when appeals to purity 

increased purchases of carbon offsets among airline travelers from India, whereas 

appeals to individual choice increased such purchases among Americans.67

Beyond Word Choice—Developing a Program 
around Frames
You may wonder how to frame climate change in an entire program, beyond 

strategically choosing a few words or phrases. Fortunately, frames do more than 

elicit a particular interpretation; they can also communicate about a problem, 

its causes, and solutions. This conception of framing links to the work of the 

sociologists Robert Benford and David Snow on framing for social movements. 

Their explanation of core framing tasks is helpful for considering how to frame 

messages throughout an environmental education program.68

The first core framing task is to identify the problem and to explain who or 

what caused the problem. This is called “diagnostic framing.” In a climate change 

education program, this could take the form of the introduction to a main 

climate-related topic covered in the program (e.g., climate change impacts on a 

local endangered species or on human health) and why climate change is occur-

ring. The second core task is to propose solutions to the problem, or “prognostic 

framing.” In a climate change education program, this might include a discussion 

of what your organization or people in the community are proposing to do about 

climate change and even a discussion of proposed solutions that you think will be 

ineffective. While prognostic framing proposes solutions, motivational framing 

(the third core task) is a call to action that encourages audiences to be agents of 

change who work toward those solutions. These core framing tasks could take 

many forms in an educational program, from lectures to dialogue to games to 

actual climate change mitigation or adaptation actions

Elena demonstrates how an educator can focus on intended outcomes (her 

town taking collective action to adapt to climate change by restoring coastal 

ecosystems) and can adapt her message depending on the audience (figure 8.1). 

She starts by involving her audiences and asks them to define the problem by 

sharing their experiences locally with coastal flooding and land change (diag-

nostic framing). She then explains why the problem exists. She uses a “climate 

change” rather than a “global warming frame” and emphasizes impacts related to 

sea level rise. Although she meets with resistance to her “diagnosis” about what 
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causes flooding, she is still able to motivate her audiences by focusing on how 

they can address flooding through volunteering at a living shoreline event. In 

addition, Elena elicits her audience’s local “town” identity; protecting the shore-

line becomes a way to protect the town and its identity. Finally, Elena focuses on a 

collective action rather than individual behavior to inspire collective efficacy and 

the expectation that the town will meet climate change adaptation challenges in 

an environmentally sound way.

Jayla’s outcome is climate change literacy, and she chooses a mix of regional 

and local frames to describe climate change (for example, she writes about cli-

mate change in California and in her nature center). Her nature center audience 

is concerned about climate change, but her volunteers explain that she needs to 

make a stronger case for why visitors should care about chaparral by appealing 

to their biospheric values and highlighting the uniqueness of chaparral systems.

Will seeks to build student climate literacy but also wants to achieve positive 

youth development through his students’ action projects. Knowing some of his 

students might resist discussing climate change because of their conservative social 

identity, he begins by asking students to consider each other’s opinions, hoping 

this will make all students comfortable discussing their ideas about climate change.

Bottom Line for Educators
Just as educators choose particular activities to meet their educational outcomes, 

they can choose frames that aid in achieving those outcomes. Choosing between 

“coastal flooding” and “climate change” has implications for how particular 

• Sea level rise
• Climate change 
• Local 
• Collective action 
• Identity appeal: town identity

Concerned 
local citizens, 
some skeptical

Climate 
change 

adaptation

FIGURE 8.1 How Elena’s outcome and audience inform her frames
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audiences interpret the message, and therefore their overall understanding and 

willingness to take action. Building messages around hope and self-efficacy also 

enhances the likelihood audiences will act. Framing using values can provide 

a shortcut for audiences as they judge whether information matters to them. 

Educators can also organize their programs around diagnostic, prognostic, and 

motivational framing tasks. In general, using a positive frame by showing how 

people can take collective action to address a local problem is good practice.
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USING METAPHOR AND ANALOGY IN 
CLIMATE CHANGE COMMUNICATION

Similarly to frames, metaphors and analogies facilitate communication and com-

prehension. Metaphors ground abstract concepts in concrete physical reality and 

involve an implicit comparison between concepts that are unrelated but share 

some common characteristics.1 “Raining cats and dogs” and “the elephant in the 

room” are examples of common metaphors. These metaphors activate mental 

representations that structure how people perceive the message.2 We know that 

it will not rain cats and dogs in a literal sense, but the metaphor conveys the 

essential point that it is raining very hard. We know that there is not actually an 

elephant in the room, but rather that there is a large looming problem people 

would rather not discuss.

Educators use metaphors not only to convey meaning but also to enhance 

student retention of information by connecting abstract concepts to known 

concepts.3 Climate change communication is replete with metaphors. There are 

“hothouses and greenhouses, atmospheric blankets and holes, sinks and drains, 

flipped and flickering switches, conveyor belts and bathtub effects, tipping points 

and time bombs, ornery and angry beasts, rolled dice, [and] sleeping drunks.”4 

The FrameWorks Institute tested a series of metaphors and found that the met-

aphors “rampant versus regular CO
2
,” “osteoporosis of the sea,” and “climate’s 

heart” were most successful at building an understanding of climate change.5 

NNOCCI adopted these metaphors as well as “heat-trapping blanket” in their 

training program. (See table 9.1 for examples of climate change metaphors and 

analogies.)
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While they are often effective, metaphors can be tricky to use because they 

highlight similar but ignore dissimilar features between two subjects.6 Take the 

greenhouse gas example. People understand the role of greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere as acting like the panes of glass in a greenhouse: they trap heat. At 

the same time, a greenhouse has some characteristics that are very different 

from the earth’s atmosphere, and the persistence of the metaphor may lead to 

misconceptions about the mechanics of global warming and the time scale on 

which we can stop warming trends. For example, to let heat out of a greenhouse, 

you simply open a door. Even if we stopped emitting CO
2
 today, it would take 

millennia for the atmosphere to return to preindustrial levels of CO
2
.7 This meta-

phor also overlooks the important role of other carbon sources like methane and 

sinks like the ocean.8 Elena and Jayla both chose the metaphor of “heat-trapping 

blanket” to describe how certain gases trap heat in the atmosphere. Of course, the 

“blanket” metaphor breaks down as well, as you can simply remove a blanket, but 

you cannot so simply remove gases from the atmosphere.

Analogies are similar to metaphors in that they draw comparisons between 

two ideas or objects. Analogies compare similar features of two domains. Will 

tries the analogy of atmosphere-as-bathtub into which humans continue to pour 

CO
2
 at a faster rate than nature can drain the tub (figure 9.1). Some research-

ers distinguish between analogies and metaphors by explaining that analogies 

provide more explicit mapping of the similarities between A and B, whereas 

metaphors make the same comparisons implicitly.9 Others explain that whereas 

metaphors claim that “A is B,” analogies point out how “A is like B.”10 In practice, 

the distinction between an analogy and a metaphor is blurry. For example, an 

educator could say, “The climate system is a big carbon bathtub,” and the state-

ment could be classified as a metaphor. However, the educator could just as 

easily have used an analogy—“the climate system is like a carbon bathtub.” The 

important point for educators is not to try to distinguish between the two, but 

to use the comparisons they make to help audiences understand climate change 

concepts.

Metaphors and analogies contain what is called an analog concept and a tar-

get concept. In the metaphors above, “cats and dogs” and “elephant” are the ana-

log concepts, while raining especially hard and looming problem are the target  

concepts.

A metaphor or analogy on its own does not provide sufficient information 

for learners to build an accurate understanding of a concept. Imagine if you 

were giving a climate change education lesson and you said, “The climate system 

works kind of like a bathtub” and then just stopped there. Your audience would 

have no clear understanding of your meaning.



TABLE 9.1 Examples of climate change metaphors and analogies

METAPHOR OR ANALOGY EXPLANATION

Carbon bathtub11 The bathtub represents the climate system, and the water level 
represents CO2. Adding water from the tap represents addition of 
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere from human sources. If you 
keep adding water, eventually the tub will overflow unless you pull 
the drain to let some water out. More water will need to leave the 
tub from the drain than is entering the tub from the faucet to reduce 
the total amount of water in the tub, unless we can “drain” some of 
it out through carbon sinks. Similarly, the atmosphere will “overflow” 
with CO2 unless we “drain” enough of it through carbon sinks.

Greenhouse effect Gases in the atmosphere such as CO2, nitrous oxide, and methane 
trap heat radiated from the earth just as the panes of a 
greenhouse trap the sun’s heat.

The atmosphere as 
the climate changes 
akin to a baseball 
player on steroids12

Just as steroids increase the likelihood of hitting a home run in 
baseball, climate change increases the likelihood of severe 
weather. However, it is difficult to attribute a single home run to 
steroid use, just as it is difficult to attribute a single storm to 
climate change.

FIGURE 9.1 Carbon bathtub analogy
Climate Interactive13



Topic: Climate 
system

Analog concept: 
Bathtub

Target concept:
Climate 
system

Target features: 
Humans are a 
source of CO2
in the climate 

system

Analog features:
Faucet is a 

source of water 
for the bathtub

Target feature: 
CO2 emitted by 

fossil fuel 
combustion may 

remain in the 
atmosphere for 

millennia 

Analog feature: 
When you turn 

o� the �ow, 
the bathtub 
can drain 

quickly

FIGURE 9.2 Elaboration of the carbon bathtub analogy. Broken lines represent 
the breakdown of the analogy.
Adapted from Shawn Glynn, “Making Science Concepts Meaningful to Students”
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To strengthen comprehension, educators can embed analogies or metaphors in 

what researchers refer to as “elaborations.”14 An analogy elaboration “maps verbal 

and visual features of an analogy’s analog concepts onto those of the target con-

cepts,” thus helping students to connect what they already know with new infor-

mation.15 In an elaboration of the carbon bathtub analogy, the target concept is 

how the climate system works, while the analog concept is the bathtub (figure 9.2). 

Educators who use this analogy want students to understand the idea of sinks and 

sources. In an elaboration, educators not only highlight the features that connect 

the analog concept with the target concept; they also identify where the analogy 

breaks down (figure 9.2).16 In the bathtub model, this process aids audiences in 

developing a more accurate mental model of the target concept.17 Visuals also help 

learners map aspects of the analog concept to the target concept (e.g., figure 9.1).18 

Similarly, the FrameWorks Institute recommends embedding metaphors in what it 

calls “explanatory chains” that present the causes and effects of a problem.19

Steps for elaborating a metaphor or analogy20

1. Introduce target concept

2. Introduce analog concept

3. Identify relevant features of both the target and the analog

4. Connect the similar features of the target and the analog

5. Indicate where the metaphor breaks down

6. Draw conclusions

Bottom Line for Educators
Metaphors and analogies help audiences connect what they know already with a 

new concept. Educators should think carefully about how to elaborate metaphors 

and analogies to facilitate understanding of climate concepts and avoid perpetu-

ating misconceptions. One way to do this is to carefully identify the target and 

analog concepts and then map out their similarities and dissimilarities.
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CLIMATE CHANGE MESSENGERS
Establishing Trust

A beautifully crafted message coming from the wrong messenger can mis-

fire because people doubt information from sources they distrust.1 What does 

it mean to trust someone? In climate change education, we can think of trust 

as a psychological state where the trustor or student (let’s say his name is Joe) 

accepts some form of vulnerability, and a trustee or educator (let’s say his name 

is Lucas) communicates information.2 Joe relies on, or trusts, Lucas to commu-

nicate accurate information about climate change. Joe is doubly vulnerable in 

this situation; if his expectations about Lucas’s knowledge and capabilities aren’t 

met, Joe will be disappointed and might also feel personally betrayed.3 Trust has 

received growing attention as a central issue in promoting public understanding 

and acceptance of climate science.4

People tend to trust messengers who hold views similar to their own.5 Such 

messengers can pass on climate change messages that “speak directly” to their 

peers by serving as “connective communication tissue, apprising peers about 

what is important.”6 For example, U.S. forest landowners responded more posi-

tively to climate-related videos that portrayed people who espoused their val-

ues.7 Cooperative Extension educators also can serve as trusted sources of climate 

change information, especially when their backgrounds are similar to those of 

their audiences.8 This suggests that in order to gain trust, environmental educa-

tors should partner with opinion leaders or communicators with backgrounds 

and values similar to those of their audiences.

In an analysis of zoo visitors’ climate change attitudes using the “Six Ameri-

cas” audience segmentation,9 researchers found that even those visitors who were 
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“cautious” and “disengaged” moderately trusted zoo educators as climate change 

information resources, while those in the “concerned” and “alarmed” categories 

demonstrated a high level of trust in zoos as climate change information sources. 

Nevertheless, sometimes seemingly small details can affect the credibility of a 

messenger. Zoo visitors in another study rated zoo employees with the titles “field 

biologist” and “animal researcher” as the most credible sources of climate and 

other conservation messages.10 They rated “volunteers” and zoo “administrators” 

as having low credibility. Considering the fact that volunteer docents conduct 

much of the education at zoos and similar institutions, the study’s authors sug-

gest institutions use a term like “zoo educator” to convey volunteers’ training 

and expertise.

Environmental educators viewed positively by the local community are in 

a good position to connect their audiences to climate change information and 

action, but when this is not the case, they can bring in a trusted member of the 

community. Elena holds her meeting in a community space rather than at her 

education center and hopes that the fire hall’s approval of her event will translate 

to audience members extending their trust to her.

Bottom Line for Educators
Trust between the educator and the audience plays a key role in audience recep-

tivity to climate change messages. Educators can establish trust by working with 

local trusted partners and opinion leaders and by thinking carefully about the 

messenger. Luckily for environmental educators, their audiences may already 

consider them as trusted information sources.
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PART 3 RECAP

Research on frames helps us develop and choose language that resonates with 

audiences and motivates action and support for policy. Positive frames that high-

light collective action may promote hope and self-efficacy, which are precursors 

to action. Metaphors and analogies provide additional tools that aid educators in 

communicating abstract concepts to their audiences. In addition to the message, 

the messenger is important, because trust plays a role in determining audience 

reactions to climate change messages. Crafting a message strategy, which includes 

what the message is and who the messenger is, is integral to program planning 

and achieving intended outcomes. To craft strategies effectively, educators should 

apply what they know about their audiences to create messages and programs 

that appeal to their particular audience’s identities and values.

Tips for Educators
1. Before you begin developing frames, think about your audiences’ values and 

knowledge. What will resonate most and seem most relevant to your audi-

ence?

2. Test out new ideas in program planning. Frames will resonate with your 

audience in different ways. Prior to starting your program, test out a few 

framing approaches to see which one your audiences respond to. Reflect 

on your results and refine your program.
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3. Frame climate change in a hopeful and empowering way to avoid engag-

ing terror management responses. One way to achieve this is by framing 

climate change through collective action.

4. Use metaphors and analogies to create connections between your audi-

ence’s understandings of concrete issues with their understanding of  

climate.

5. Consider partnering with an opinion leader or trusted messenger who 

can help you establish credibility with your audience.



Part 4

STORIES FROM 
THE FIELD

Anne interviewed four educators and community leaders who served as Com-

munity Climate Change Fellows to learn about their teaching and communica-

tion strategies. The Community Climate Change Fellowship Program was part 

of Cornell University and the North American Association for Environmental 

Education’s EECapacity environmental education training program, funded 

by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The fellows’ profiles represent 

approaches to climate change education across different settings and reflect the 

research presented in the previous chapters. At the end of each profile, we include 

tables to summarize the educators’ approaches to climate change and connect 

their strategies with environmental psychology and communication concepts. 
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CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION AT  
THE MARINE MAMMAL CENTER,  
SAUSALITO, CALIFORNIA

Zoo and aquarium visitors are more concerned about climate change than is the 

general U.S. public, and those visitors who are most concerned are also readiest 

to participate in consumer or home-based behaviors to mitigate climate change.1 

Carefully designed exhibits and interactions with visitors can harness visitors’ 

emotional connection with the zoo or aquarium animals to make climate change 

a personally relevant issue.2 Here we tell the story of Adam Ratner bringing climate 

change interpretation to the Marine Mammal Center in Sausalito, California.

Weaving climate change into his work as guest experience manager at the Marine 

Mammal Center seemed like a natural fit for Adam Ratner. Adam has a background 

in biology and psychology and studied bird behavior before coming to the Marine 

Mammal Center. The center is the world’s largest marine mammal hospital and 

education facility and is open to the public, reaching more than one hundred thou-

sand people a year. Through his Community Climate Change Fellows project, Adam 

sought to “figure out ways that we can use climate change science and communica-

tion tactics to inspire change in all of our guests and communities.” He created a vol-

unteer training program modeled after the National Network for Ocean and Climate 

Change Interpretation (NNOCCI) program he had participated in. Adam’s goal was 

to empower volunteers with “the skills, the comfort level to really share the stories of 

our animals and raise awareness and inspire people to take action.” To accomplish his 

goal, Adam trained 125 Marine Mammal Center education volunteers.

In framing climate change, Adam emphasizes the values of protection and 

responsible management, which are relevant to marine mammal rehabilitation 
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and which NNOCCI has found effective for engaging zoo and aquarium visi-

tors with climate change. According to Adam, “At the Marine Mammal Center, 

protection is something that is relatively straightforward with the work that 

we’re doing. The message is that we can take action today to protect and preserve 

important habitats for marine mammals and people alike. And then we can go 

into what is affecting those habitats, and what can we do to actually protect these 

animals.”

What does Adam want audiences to take away from their visit to the Marine 

Mammal Center? “We’re looking for systematic or community-level solutions 

for climate change in particular, so that the actions we take are at the same scale 

as what the problem is rather than something like turning off lightbulbs, which 

might not resonate very well for guests when we talk about what the scope of 

climate change impacts are. Turning off lightbulbs just doesn’t really seem to 

meet that need.”

This is where Adam makes use of the Marine Mammal Center exhibits and 

facility. The center has plenty of “visual examples that we can [use to] highlight 

[the steps] that we’re taking to reduce our carbon footprint.” The center has 

installed solar panels over the animal pens, which generate electricity, provide 

shade for the animals, and save money (solar is cheaper than fossil fuels in Cali-

fornia). Adam trains his volunteers to use the solar panels as one example of a 

renewable energy solution audiences can “then take back to their own houses, 

their own businesses and see the benefit.”

Adam explained that one of the keys to effective climate change interpretation 

at his site is “giving people a sense of hope. As we talk about what’s making these 

animals sick it can get to be very overwhelming at times. We always try to make 

sure that when we talk about the issues, whether it’s climate change or overfishing 

or ocean trash, that we’re always building in what’s next, what can we do to help 

this so that people feel empowered, inspired, and that they can actually prevent 

these animals from getting sick in the future.”

When he was asked to give an example of how he or one of his volunteers 

would connect climate change with elephant seal survival, his response incor-

porated metaphors, elaboration, solutions, and connecting to audiences’ values 

(figure 11.1).

Adam has, of course, faced some challenges in implementing his climate 

change education programs. One of Adam’s biggest challenges has been develop-

ing a realistic sense of what trainees could commit to in terms of weekly home-

work assignments applying program concepts, and his own limits as a facilitator 

in trying to keep trainees on top of assignments. He realized that his time was best 

spent supporting “the people that are actively engaged in learning and practicing 
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new skills” rather than worrying about those who were not as committed to the 

program. As Adam’s climate change education efforts have expanded beyond the 

Marine Mammal Center to developing regional workshops with the Bay Area 

Climate Literacy Impact Collaborative (BayCLIC), he has learned that “setting 

up a massive collaborative takes patience. We spent close to a year on logistics like 

a mission/vision statement, organizational structure [working groups, a steering 

committee] before we were able to really get going on some of the action that we 

were so motivated and excited to get to from the beginning.” Adam and his col-

laborators’ up-front efforts have given them confidence in BayCLIC’s direction 

moving forward.

Summary
Adam frames climate change around the “heat-trapping blanket” meta-

phor, his audiences’ values (protection and responsible management), and 

community-level solutions. He uses these communication strategies to instill 

hope in his volunteers and the audiences so that they go home and pursue 

climate-friendly actions (table 11.1).

FIGURE 11.1 An example of how Adam Ratner interprets climate change for 
visitors at the Marine Mammal Center
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TABLE 11.1 Summary of Adam Ratner’s climate change programs and how they 
connect to concepts covered in chapters 1–10

SETTING THE MARINE MAMMAL CENTER, SAUSALITO, CALIFORNIA

Audience Direct: Volunteers
Indirect: General public

Primary program outcomes Climate literacy
Collective action

Climate psychology connections Appeals to audience values
Uses psychologically close examples of solutions
Appeals to audience emotions like compassion for animals

Climate communication 
connections

Uses positive, hopeful messaging
Uses metaphors like “heat-trapping blanket”
Embeds metaphor in an explanatory chain

Program strategies Trains volunteers to deliver climate change interpretation at 
exhibits following NNOCCI guidelines

Adam’s Tip for Educators
Give audiences a sense of hope by building in a discussion of community-level, 

collective actions they can take.
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CLIMATE CHANGE LITERACY, ACTION, 
AND POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 
IN KENTUCKY

Like environmental education, climate change education can have multiple out-

comes, from climate action to positive youth development. Environmental action 

involves decisions, planning, implementation, and reflection by an individual or 

group to achieve a specific environmental outcome,1 whereas climate action refers 

to an environmental action with a specific climate adaptation or mitigation goal. 

Similar to environmental action, climate action provides opportunities for positive 

youth development.2 Below we tell the story of Jennifer Hubbard-Sanchez’s work at 

Kentucky State University, which involves undergraduate students in climate action 

projects that lead not only to climate action but also to positive youth development 

outcomes like leadership, taking responsibility, and building connections with others.

How would you approach climate change if you lived in a state whose leading 

politician says that “each side has their scientists”3 and where the coal industry 

is a valued part of the state economy and culture? These challenges don’t stymie 

Jennifer Hubbard-Sanchez at Kentucky State University (KSU), for whom cli-

mate change represents the “unifying issue and opportunity of our time.”

Jennifer, who has master’s degrees in environmental studies and Mexican 

anthropological studies, is the state specialist for sustainable programs in the 

College of Agriculture, Food Science, and Sustainable Systems. In her projects 

at KSU, Jennifer combines her skills working with multicultural groups and her 

knowledge of climate change.

Jennifer’s Climate Fellows project built on work she did through the U.S. 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climate Stewards 
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Education Project (now called Planet Stewards). She developed “Climate Change 101” 

and conducted climate change community leader training sessions with members of 

KSU student groups, such as the Green Society and Minorities in Agriculture, Natural 

Resources, and Related Sciences. “The goal of my project really was to empower stu-

dents to understand what climate change is, how we are contributing to it, and what 

we can do about it here locally,” she said. As part of empowering students, Jennifer 

guided them in building partnerships with local organizations, developing communi-

cation strategies aimed at their peers, and working with the university to effect change.

Jennifer started by introducing the topic of climate change, including basic 

concepts like the differences between weather and climate, and using humor 

to make her students comfortable. “The way that I present is oftentimes pretty 

goofy and pretty funny. Humor always helps. Climate change is a heavy issue. 

And it’s a heavy topic. And I think when we present it in a way that’s heavy, all 

we’re doing is scaring people and turning people away.”

Once students had gained knowledge about climate change, Jennifer asked them 

how they wanted to address climate change in a way that raised awareness and 

reduced the university’s carbon footprint. Jennifer’s students engaged in a variety of 

network building, leadership, public speaking, and problem-solving activities. One 

activity involved riding the KSU bus to Walmart, during which they gave Climate 

101 “mini” talks along the way and handed out reusable bags imprinted with tips for 

climate change action, thus aiming to reduce students’ use of plastic bags and poten-

tially reduce their carbon footprint (should the new bags be reused multiple times).

Jennifer used framing strategies reflected in climate change communication 

research, including drawing on local examples and emphasizing scientific con-

sensus. She explained: “I think it’s really hard for people to look at a picture of a 

polar bear and walk away and really feel like they’re going to be able to make any 

sort of change or want to make any sort of change. I think it’s important to talk 

about the scientific agreement about this. Climate scientists, the experts in this 

area, do agree that it’s happening, and that there’s something we can do about it.”

Jennifer also had advice for climate change educators who might go home 

feeling hopeless about their task. “You can’t win them all. And I say this from a 

coal state. You can’t win ’em all. And that’s OK. And I think that’s really important 

to remember, to not get frustrated when you realize you just can’t win them all. 

Channel that fear or frustration or hopelessness that I think all climate change 

communicators feel, channel that into something positive.”

In the spring of 2016, the city of Frankfurt, Kentucky, invited Jennifer to help 

organize the city’s annual “Reforest Frankfurt” event. Jennifer and her students 

hosted hundreds of volunteers, the mayor, the city commissioner, and additional 

KSU students. Together, they planted 2,500 trees. Although official city publica-

tions did not frame the event around climate change, for Jennifer and her stu-

dents, the event was a chance to reduce the community’s carbon footprint.
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Summary
Jennifer structured her program to give students opportunities to lead and cre-

ate action projects. She used positive language and incorporated humor in her 

Climate Change 101 trainings to build climate literacy while enhancing student 

collective action and self-efficacy, which is consistent with positive youth devel-

opment outcomes (table 12.1).

Jennifer’s Tip for Educators
Instead of letting the climate change blues get you down, harness your frustra-

tion into something productive and active, like a climate change action project.

TABLE 12.1 Summary of Jennifer Hubbard-Sanchez’s climate change programs 
and how they connect to concepts covered in chapters 1–10

SETTING KENTUCKY STATE UNIVERSITY AND CITY OF FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY

Audience Undergraduate students in student clubs

Primary program outcomes Climate literacy
Positive youth development
Collective action

Climate psychology 
connections

Aims to reduce feelings of helplessness in the face of climate 
change (e.g., reduce terror management responses) by letting 
students choose their action projects and encouraging local 
actions

Climate Communication 
Connections

Uses positive, hopeful messaging
Uses metaphors like “heat-trapping blanket”
Frames climate change in terms of local and human impacts
Uses humor to put students at ease

Program strategies Pairs climate literacy activities (Climate Change 101 lectures) 
with opportunities for student action and leadership

Fosters a community of practice among students
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13

BUILDING SOIL TO CAPTURE  
CARBON IN A SCHOOL GARDEN  
IN NEW MEXICO

The Next Generation Science Standards include explicit benchmarks for climate 

change education. Even as states adopt the standards, however, climate change 

continues to present a challenge for formal science teachers in more ways than 

one. Not only is it a complex, interdisciplinary topic, but teachers’ own knowl-

edge and values can make it difficult to approach.1 Environmental educators, 

with their experience teaching about other so-called “wicked problems” like 

nuclear energy, are well prepared to meet the challenges of teaching such an 

interdisciplinary and difficult topic as climate change.2 Here we tell the story of 

Karen Temple-Beamish, a science teacher at the Albuquerque Academy in New 

Mexico, who weaves climate change into her classroom, her work with school 

environmental clubs, and her Desert Oasis Teaching Garden.

In 2013, an irrigation system near the Albuquerque Academy broke and flooded 

the campus, resulting in significant erosion. Seeking a solution to the erosion and 

inspired by Gary Nabhan’s Growing Food in a Hotter, Drier Land,3 Karen Temple-

Beamish used her experience as an eighth-grade science teacher and garden lover 

to create the Desert Oasis Teaching Garden. Karen realized that the garden “could 

really be a hub for teaching others in the community, faculty, staff, parents, other 

schools, other children at other schools, other professionals . . . how to actually 

grow food with less water, less resources, and at the same time build soil” to seques-

ter carbon.

To begin building rich soil for the garden and sequestering carbon, Karen and 

student volunteers spread the school’s compost over the garden plot and planted 

cover crops. The garden now encompasses two acres, with ten raised beds and a 
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pollinator meadow. Karen and her colleagues also constructed a welcome center 

to provide shade and inform visitors about the garden and its practices using 

interpretive panels. They are planning to add an orchard.

Karen uses the garden with her students at the Albuquerque Academy, holds 

workshops for the local community, and hosts learn-work days. One thing that 

Karen has learned over the twenty years she has been teaching climate change is 

that “you have to give people a solution . . . something that they can participate in. 

And so that’s how we always frame it.” Karen’s solutions center on carbon seques-

tration in the garden’s soil and building garden literacy to help ensure students’ 

and community members’ resilience to climate change. Karen and her colleagues 

“ask people to come and not only work in the garden and get something accom-

plished but also learn in the process of their working.”

Karen emphasizes solutions with community volunteers and classroom stu-

dents. When working with volunteers to create “soil sponges” for trees, she explains 

how each part of the activity connects to a climate solution (figure 13.1). In her 

classroom, Karen tries to make learning about climate change “fun for the most 

part and something [students] can do something about. For example, right now, 

they are creating a pledge that they will try and carry out for the rest of the year. 

This pledge is something I asked them to do that’s something they have control 

over.” Some students are eating less meat, while others are taking shorter showers. 

All students are keeping a journal about their experiences and recording data. “If 

they’re doing food, they can make a list of the food they bought that week and turn 

that into pounds of CO
2
 emitted for the production of that food type.”

Karen’s tips for educators communicating about climate change are, first, make it 

relevant, because “these kids, they’ve got their hands full just growing up. And so it has 

FIGURE 13.1 Karen’s explanation of soil sponges, in which she connects each 
step of the activity to climate change solutions
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to connect to their lives.” Second, provide audiences with “solutions that they can get 

their hands on and do something with.” She explains that “if you hammer all those 

facts and figures at them, it doesn’t go anywhere except maybe depress them. But if 

you give them something that’s fun that they can do about it, then it’s most effective.”

In 2016, Karen participated in the Polar Trec in Alaska, where she researched car-

bon flux in the tundra. She has used this experience to create new climate change les-

sons for her students, connecting their soil-building in the garden to carbon cycles 

in the far-off tundra. She is also developing a project called “Children Capturing 

Carbon” that builds on the carbon sequestration work taking place in the garden.

Summary
Karen focuses on solutions both in the classroom and in the Desert Oasis Teach-

ing Garden. In her classroom, students learn about individual actions they can 

take at home to mitigate climate change. In the garden, students and community 

members learn about how each garden activity ties into climate change mitiga-

tion, like building soil to sequester carbon (table 13.1).

Karen’s Tip for Educators
Make climate change relevant to students’ lives and solutions-based. Just using 

facts and figures can lead students to disengage.

TABLE 13.1 Summary of Karen Temple-Beamish’s climate change programs and 
how they connect to concepts covered in chapters 1–10

SETTING ALBUQUERQUE ACADEMY, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Audience Middle school students
General public

Primary program 
outcomes

Climate literacy
Collective action
Climate mitigation

Climate psychology 
connections

Uses psychologically close examples of possible solutions

Climate communication 
connections

Uses positive, hopeful messaging
Frames climate change around solutions
Makes solutions relevant by framing around students’ everyday 

activities

Program strategies Combines climate change lessons with opportunities for individual 
action at home and collective action in the garden

Incorporates student reflection through keeping a journal and 
taking quantitative measurement of their carbon footprints

Uses the garden as a means of inspiring hope and bringing 
together people from around the community in collective action
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14

PSYCHOLOGICAL RESILIENCE IN  
DENVER, COLORADO

Being fully cognizant of climate change impacts to the environment and society 

can be a heavy emotional burden to carry. In addition to bearing this burden 

in their personal lives, educators and environmental leaders work to maintain 

a strong emotional presence in front of their audiences. They require the psy-

chological resilience to teach and know about climate change and yet remain 

positive. Here we tell the story of Maria Talero, who decided to tackle the issue 

of psychological resilience among environmental educators and other environ-

mental professionals.

How do those who are concerned about climate change develop coping strategies 

and the psychological resilience necessary to teach and think deeply about difficult 

issues like climate change? (See chapter 3 for resilience definitions.) Maria Talero, 

a freelance climate change educator and former university philosophy professor 

in Denver, Colorado, decided to address this challenge. She developed Climate 

Courage Resilience Circles, which are small group meetings to increase members’ 

psychological and emotional resilience through participation in climate change 

action. The resilience circles were so popular that Maria crowd-funded and imple-

mented a Community Climate Courage Film and Discussion Forum. Through 

these experiences, Maria hoped that participants would walk away with “a strong, 

positive experience at the end—a feeling of excitement and energy.” Her goals are 

to foster fellowship, psychological support, learning, and action.

Maria engages a range of audiences, from environmental professionals to con-

cerned community members looking for ways to become involved in organized 
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climate action. Her audiences see climate change through the lens of saving the 

planet and as a crisis for their grandchildren. Maria describes them as easily feel-

ing “doom and gloom” about climate change. In her resilience circles, Maria starts 

by getting people on the same page about the topic of the day. As an invitation to 

discussion, Maria shows short videos. “There has to be a piece where we get on 

the same page, like an orchestra tuning instruments together.” Maria chooses the 

videos carefully so that they present climate change as a serious issue, appeal to 

people’s social nature, and inspire. She makes sure that immediately after the vid-

eos, people engage in some form of social interaction that avoids doom and gloom. 

“We want movement, we want communication, we want the learning to happen 

in shorter cycles. You don’t want people to sit passively for too long. And you want 

their voices and their knowledge and their experiences to be part of what happens.”

When I asked Maria about the language she uses to describe climate change, 

she said that she avoids catastrophe framing, tries to make her messages relevant 

and accessible to the audience, and frames solutions in terms of collective action. 

Maria explained, “If I’m going to say twenty different sentences, I want fifteen 

or seventeen of them to have an easy, relatable structure, and metaphor helps, 

examples, personal stories help, and that’s so important.”

When asked about the psychological barriers to climate change action, Maria, 

who has read widely about climate change and psychology, emphasized learned 

helplessness, or feeling like you have no control over a situation and thus decid-

ing against action. She also cited environmental education’s history of promot-

ing individual-level solutions that fail to address the scale of climate change. In 

Maria’s experience, people intuitively sense that “easy and painless” actions that 

people can take all by themselves, such as recycling or turning off the lights, will 

not solve the problem, and that “if you appeal to the single individual, you’re 

missing out.” Maria works to shift away from learned helplessness by inviting 

local representatives from organizations like 350 Colorado to resilience circle 

meetings, enabling participants to sign up that very night for collective action in 

their community. At film forums, “birds of a feather groups” form around inter-

ests like renewable energy collectives and become action groups that continue 

after the forum ends.

When asked about advice for environmental educators, Maria counseled that 

educators should “be really suspicious of one-size-fits-all approaches.” She reiter-

ated that recycling, a behavior perceived as a stock solution for many environ-

mental ills, will not suffice as a climate change solution. She emphasized that 

the field of climate change education is in a period of “ferment and crisis” as 

it transitions from individual behavior changes to collective action and social 

behaviors, and this period means that environmental educators need to look for 

information and resources in new areas. Maria herself draws on a wide breadth of 

resources, from empirical sources like Yale’s Cultural Cognition Project to books 
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on psychological resilience like Mary Pipher’s The Green Boat.1 In this book, 

Pipher writes about how to avoid, as Maria puts it, being “overcome by despair 

and how to turn toward passion as a resource, as something healing. It’s not just 

that you’re doing something about some external problem” when you take up 

environmental action; “you’re actually helping yourself.”

Summary
Maria structures her programs so participants move from knowing climate 

change is an issue to opportunities to socialize, discuss, build community, and, 

finally, to take climate change action. Her goals are to increase her audience’s cli-

mate literacy and self-efficacy and to promote community and collective action. 

Most important, she hopes to increase audience members’ psychological resil-

ience (table 14.1).

Maria’s Tip for Educators
Maria recommends that educators be wary of stock environmental solutions, 

like recycling, that don’t actually meet the scale of the climate change problem.

TABLE 14.1 Summary of Maria Talero’s climate change programs and how they 
connect to concepts covered in chapters 1–10

SETTING VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN DENVER, COLORADO

Audience Environmental community

Primary program 
outcomes

Climate literacy
Self-efficacy
Collective action

Climate psychology 
connections

Uses conversation and discussion strategically to avoid feelings of doom 
and gloom

Provides opportunities to sign up for action projects during the program, 
potentially avoiding cognitive dissonance

Climate 
communication 
connections

Uses positive, hopeful messaging
Frames climate change around collective solutions
Frames climate change in the big picture but then provides examples of 

local actions participants can take
Takes into account how discussion and films will impact her audience’s 

emotions

Program strategies Starts with an element that addresses the problem and then quickly 
moves to opportunities for discussion and conversation

Organizes small-group discussions in film forum by putting people 
into different interest groups and then posing general discussion 
questions to the whole audience
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PART 4 RECAP

The environmental education leaders featured in part 4 employed different strat-

egies to achieve their outcomes. Adam Ratner at the Marine Mammal Center 

trained volunteers to deliver short interpretive talks that connected the center’s 

exhibits to the issue of climate change, with the goal of inspiring community-level 

action and hope in visitors. Jennifer Hubbard-Sanchez trained students at Ken-

tucky State University in basic climate change information and empowered them 

to create climate change outreach programs. In the Desert Oasis Teaching Gar-

den, Karen Temple-Beamish engaged classroom students and community members 

in climate change mitigation, such as building soil to sequester carbon and main-

taining the campus’s trees with soil sponges. Maria Talero led conversation circles 

and film forums to bring the environmental community together in a way that 

encouraged learning, community, resilience, and action.

All four educators think carefully about their audiences’ values, needs, and 

knowledge. Jennifer knew that before her students could develop climate change 

action plans, they would need a basic understanding of climate change, so she 

developed a “Climate Change 101” curriculum. She infused it with humor and 

levity to keep students engaged and hopeful. Maria understood that her audience 

came to her accepting anthropogenic climate change, so she focused on collective 

action and building resilience rather than literacy.

Educators also used what they knew about their audiences and environmental 

education practices to frame their program messages. Karen focused on collec-

tive actions to maintain her students’ and volunteers’ hope. Adam used explana-

tory metaphors drawn from NNOCCI to explain climate change. Maria avoided 
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catastrophe frames that might induce a feeling of helplessness in her already con-

cerned audience.

All four educators emphasized the importance of staying positive and build-

ing self- and collective efficacy among their audiences. They spoke of inspiring 

hope and approached climate change from a solutions-oriented perspective. 

Through these approaches, they fostered climate literacy and action in their 

communities.
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CLOSING THOUGHTS

Climate change is an interdisciplinary topic that integrates perspectives from 

across the biophysical and social sciences. Climate change educators can benefit 

from a growing body of research in the social sciences. Psychological research on 

climate change informs how educators can assess an audience’s perceptions of 

climate change based on that audience’s identities and values and in turn shape 

their own communication and education strategies to achieve their program 

outcomes. Being familiar with psychological mechanisms such as motivated 

reasoning that may lead to climate denial helps educators craft programs that 

appeal to their particular audiences. Because research on psychological distance 

is inconclusive, educators may want to experiment with framing their programs 

with close and distant frames to find what resonates with their audiences. Com-

munication strategies like framing, using metaphors, and using trusted messen-

gers are fundamental tools that aid in program planning and implementation. 

Specifically, positive frames relevant to audiences’ values, hope, and collective 

action help achieve climate change program outcomes.

As environmental educators strive to meet the need for climate change educa-

tion, they are building on past work that focuses on individual behavior change, 

and on work that emphasizes collective action to better address the scale of cli-

mate change. Based on research about the tenuous relationship of knowledge 

to behavior, and on phenomena such as climate denial, educators are moving 

away from assuming information is sufficient to promote environmental action. 
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Instead they are taking into account audience identities, emotions, beliefs, and 

values, and incorporating notions such as trust, trusted messengers, and framing 

for collective action. In this period of uncertainty, climate change educators are 

trying new approaches to tackle environmental education’s most critical chal-

lenge to date. 
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